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ABSTRACT Over the last decade, Bitcoin has revolutionized the global economic and technological
landscape, inspiring a new generation of blockchain-based technologies. Its protocol is today among the
most influential for cryptocurrencies and distributed networks. In particular, the P2P layer represents a
reference point for all permissionless blockchains, which often implement its solutions in their network
layer. Unfortunately, the Bitcoin network protocol lacks a strong security model, leaving it exposed to several
threats. Attacks at this level can affect the reliability and trustworthiness of the consensus layer, mining the
credibility of the whole system. It is therefore of utmost importance to properly understand and address
the security of the Bitcoin P2P protocol. In this paper, we give a comprehensive and detailed overview of
known network-level attacks in Bitcoin, as well as the countermeasures that have been implemented in the
protocol. We propose a generic network adversary model, and propose an objective-based taxonomy of the
attacks. Finally, we identify the core weaknesses of the protocol and study the relationship between different
types of attack. We believe our contribution can help both new and experienced researchers have a broader
and deeper understanding of the Bitcoin P2P network and its threats, and allow for a better modeling of its
security properties.

15 INDEX TERMS Blockchain, bitcoin P2P network, bitcoin security, survey.

I. INTRODUCTION16

Over the past decade, blockchain has revolutionized the eco-17

nomic sector. Since the release of Bitcoin in 2008, more18

than 6000 cryptocurrencies have been launched in themarket,19

currently generating a trading volume of more than 2 trillion20

dollars [1].21

Despite the competition, Bitcoin is still the most important22

and widespread cryptocurrency, with a daily activity of more23

than 200k transactions and a market capitalization of more24

than 1 trillion dollars [2]. Furthermore, its decade-long his-25

tory and its vast user base make Bitcoin highly relevant for26

other blockchains. In fact, thanks to a lively community of27

developers and researchers who constantly improve its proto-28

col, Bitcoin is arguably the most advanced and experimented29

blockchain network in the wild. Notably, the Bitcoin network30
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is also one of the largest in terms of participating nodes, with 31

an average of more than 10.000 connected clients [3]. 32

As such, the Bitcoin P2P protocol serves as a reference for 33

other cryptocurrencies, many of which are directly based on 34

it. Specifically, while the application and consensus layers 35

can be very different in other blockchains, the underlying 36

network protocol often overlaps with Bitcoin. As a conse- 37

quence, issues in the Bitcoin P2P protocol directly reflect on 38

other cryptocurrencies. This is especially relevant for what 39

concerns security threats, which can undermine the guaran- 40

tees of the above layers. It is then of paramount importance 41

to properly study and address security threats in the Bitcoin 42

P2P protocol. 43

This paper aims to help the Bitcoin community raise the bar 44

against network-level adversaries. To that purpose, we review 45

in detail all Bitcoin network-level attacks known in the liter- 46

ature, and analyze them with the help of a formal adversary 47

model and a new taxonomy based on their goals or uses. 48
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a: BITCOIN SECURITY49

Numerous studies in the literature covered the different50

aspects of Bitcoin security. Research works include analyses51

of the guarantees of the consensus protocol [4], [5], vulnera-52

bilities at the application level [6], [7], and anonymity of the53

transaction graph [8]. However, while much effort has been54

expended on the application- and consensus-level security,55

relatively limited attention has been given to the underlying56

P2P network.57

This gap can be partially attributed to an implicit assump-58

tion on the safety of Internet communications, which is some-59

what inherent to any application-level protocol, where the60

security guarantees rely on that of the lower levels. Nonethe-61

less, flaws and vulnerabilities in the network layer can lower62

or even invalidate the guarantees of Bitcoin application and63

consensus protocols. For instance, as we will show in this64

paper, numerous p2p-level attacks can be used for double-65

spending, which is supposed to be prevented in Bitcoin.66

A secondary cause of this gap is the lack of a formal definition67

and documentation of the Bitcoin P2P protocol, which greatly68

limits the ability to study its properties.69

Some previous work partially covered Bitcoin network70

security as part of broader surveys. However, no work has71

specifically addressed it in a methodological way. To bridge72

this gap, we systematically gathered and reviewed avail-73

able information on network-level attacks, extracting essen-74

tial details and studying them in a network-level security75

framework.76

In particular, we define a generic network adversary model77

that defines her characteristics and primary goals. We then78

classify attacks in three major categories: Direct attacks,79

which directly pursue one of the primary goals, Infrastruc-80

ture attacks, which exploit weaknesses in external proto-81

cols, and Auxiliary attacks, which enable, ease, or improve82

other attacks. We review all known attacks in the literature83

by summarizing their procedure, impact, and implemented84

countermeasures. Additionally, we specify the corresponding85

adversary and targets according to our model.86

Finally, we discuss reviewed attacks from a high-level87

perspective, inferring common characteristics and studying88

their relationship with each other. We use this information to89

identify the components of the protocol whose weaknesses90

are typically exploited to perform the attacks.91

To allow a full understanding of attacks, we also provide a92

detailed, up-to-date description of the Bitcoin P2P protocol,93

based on both the reference implementation (Bitcoin Core),94

academic literature, and publicly-available information.95

b: CONTRIBUTION96

In summary, we make the following contributions:97

• We provide a detailed, up-to-date description of the98

Bitcoin P2P protocol;99

• We define a threat model framework to standardize the100

definition of network-level adversaries and targets;101

• We propose a new objective-based taxonomy of102

network-level attacks;103

• We review in detail all known network-based attacks 104

in the literature, including their procedures, impact, and 105

implemented countermeasures; 106

• We identify weak spots of the Bitcoin P2P protocol as 107

inferred from the reviewed attacks; 108

• We show and study the relationship between attacks; 109

• We summarize the current status of the Bitcoin P2P 110

protocol security, and indicate future research directions. 111

c: METHODOLOGY 112

In order to perform an exhaustive search of network-level 113

attacks and their solutions, we gathered information from the 114

following sources: 115

• Scholar-indexed research papers: we queried Google 116

Scholar with related keywords, and retrieved all papers 117

describing a network-level attack; we then recursively 118

followed citations from and to retrieved papers to have 119

a comprehensive list of published works; 120

• Bitcoin Core Github repository: we studied the offi- 121

cial Bitcoin source code and explored Issues, BIPs 122

(Bitcoin Improvement Proposals), and Pull Requests to 123

understand if and how network-level threats have been 124

addressed in the protocol; 125

• We complemented the information retrieved from the 126

above-listed sources with online blogs and forums, 127

which were often used to disclose and discuss 128

network-level threats in the early years of Bitcoin. 129

From each retrieved source, we also extracted information 130

about the Bitcoin P2P protocol and verified it against the 131

official source code. 132

d: ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER 133

First, in Section II, we discuss related work and motivate 134

the need for this work. In Sections III and IV, we describe 135

Bitcoin and its P2P protocol, focusing on the aspects involved 136

in security attacks. 137

Then, we introduce our Network Adversary model in 138

Section V, and our attack taxonomy in Section VI. In Sec- 139

tions VII to IX, we systematically review network-level 140

attacks. Then, in Section X, we discuss all attacks and study 141

their relationwith each others. Finally, in SectionXI, we sum- 142

marize the current status of the Bitcoin network security, and 143

indicate future research directions. Section XII concludes the 144

paper. 145

II. RELATED WORK 146

Numerous surveys in the literature covered the security of 147

blockchain networks. These works often provide similar con- 148

tents but differ in their perspective and level of detail. 149

For instance, Saad et al. [9] explore the attack surface of 150

public blockchains dividing attacks into three broad cate- 151

gories: blockchain, P2P network, and application context. 152

For each attack, the authors give a generic description and 153

report real-life case studies. Similarly, Wen et al. [10] review 154

attacks on blockchain, based on a six-layer framework: 155

data, network, consensus, incentive, smart contracts, and 156

application. For each attack, the authors provide a description 157
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and a list of countermeasures. With a different approach,158

Hassan et al. [11] perform a systematic literature review on159

the security of cryptocurrencies. In their work, threats are cat-160

egorized by blockchain component: cryptographic primitives,161

transactions, consensus protocol, and P2P network.162

While the above-mentioned works covered blockchain net-163

works in general, other works specifically focus on Bitcoin.164

Vyas and Lunagaria [12] shortly summarized attacks such as165

majority attack, selfish mining, double spending, timejack-166

ing, and attacks to wallet software. Similarly, Shalini and167

Santhi [13] cover major attacks on Bitcoin such as DoS,168

double spending, sybil, and eclipse.169

A more extended survey by Conti et al. [14] thoroughly170

investigates security and privacy issues in Bitcoin. Their171

analysis includes most attack vectors associated with the use172

of bitcoins, including consensus, network, and client-side173

threats, as well as attacks to exchanges and mining pools. For174

each attack, they review its primary targets, adverse effects,175

and possible countermeasures.176

Due to their widespread spectrum, these works study net-177

work attacks at a high level, leaving to the reader the burden178

of retrieving details from other sources. This task can be179

particularly cumbersome, as their peculiarities can be hard to180

understand. In turn, the protocol itself is poorly documented181

and constantly evolving, making the retrieval and verification182

of information even harder.183

At the same time, most surveys highlight the importance184

of network-layer security. For instance, Wen et al. [10] stress185

that the security of a blockchain should entail that of the186

underlying network infrastructure. Saad et al. [9] conclude187

that the P2P architecture is the most dominant element of the188

blockchain attack surface, due to the permissionless nature189

of the network, which allows any malicious actor to join (we190

confirm this point § X).191

Nevertheless, as noted by Hassan et al. [11], despite the192

numerous threats to the networking layer, very few papers193

address them specifically. Indeed, we were able to find only194

two works focusing on network-level security: a short paper195

by Cao et al. [15], which briefly reviews routing attacks and196

deanonymization, a work by Mostafa et al. [16], which cov-197

ers a vast range of attacks in the Bitcoin network. While the198

latter is the closest to our work, attacks and countermeasures199

are still described at a high level, without showing the details200

of how they are performed. Moreover, important attacks201

related to double-spending and mining are left out of scope.202

Our work provides a detailed description of all known203

network-level attacks, along with a review of their impact,204

and implemented countermeasures. We model and compare205

attacks under a new framework, and quantify their impact on206

Bitcoin security. Ultimately, our work provides researchers207

with a comprehensive compendium for network-level secu-208

rity in Bitcoin.209

III. BITCOIN210

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency, proposed in 2008 by Satoshi211

Nakamoto [17], which allows users to exchange money (also212

called Bitcoin) without the use of a central authority. Users 213

can participate freely by joining a P2P network with compat- 214

ible client software [18]. 215

To operate with Bitcoin, users make use of asymmetric 216

keys, of which the public part is used, in the form of a derived 217

Bitcoin address, to receive coins, and the private part is used 218

to spend them. In particular, coins are transferred by means 219

of transactions, which specify the recipient by its address. 220

In turn, the recipient can spend such coins by digitally signing 221

a new transaction with its private key. To verify the validity 222

of new transactions, clients maintain a ledger in the form of 223

a blockchain, which stores all past transfers. 224

Transactions are added to the ledger by special users called 225

miners, who compete against each other to create new blocks. 226

To generate a valid block, miners have to find (by brute-force 227

search) a nonce value that, hashed with the block header, 228

yields an output below a certain threshold. This threshold, 229

known as difficulty, is periodically adjusted to have an aver- 230

age production rate of one block every ten minutes. Since 231

creating a block requires a non-trivial amount of computation, 232

the nonce is regarded as a Proof of Work (PoW). Network 233

nodes independently store a copy of the ledger,1 and verify 234

the validity of blocks as they are received. 235

e: CONSENSUS 236

Due to mining competition, it is possible that two different 237

blocks are created approximately at the same time. This gen- 238

erates a so-called block race, in which the two blocks compete 239

in being accepted as the new chain tip. When this occurs, two 240

separate blockchain branches, or forks, will co-exist for some 241

time. As nodes can only accept one of the two blocks, the 242

network will split into two parts, each using a different fork. 243

To resolve this situation, a consensus mechanism is used, 244

which allows the nodes to agree on a single fork. In particular, 245

Bitcoin nodes always choose the fork with the most cumula- 246

tive PoW (typically the longest one). This mechanism, known 247

as PoW consensus, allows the network to automatically solve 248

conflict situations, and have all nodes use a single branch 249

(known as the main chain). 250

As we will see in § VIII-E, the occurrence of a block race 251

can be exploited by an attacker to perform double spending 252

(§ IX-B) and selfish mining (§ IX-D1). 253

f: TRANSACTION CONFIRMATION 254

When a transaction is included in a block of the main chain, 255

it is said to be confirmed. Similarly, each new block subse- 256

quently appended on top of it acts as an extra confirmation 257

(because it implicitly accepts the previous block as valid). 258

Specifically, a transaction is said to have n confirmations if 259

there are n − 1 blocks appended on top of the confirming 260

block. In contrast, a transaction that has not yet been included 261

in the blockchain is said to be unconfirmed. 262

1For the sake of simplicity, we only consider full nodes in this work,
excluding clients that do not download or store the entire blockchain.
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As we will see in § IX-B, accepting transactions with 0 or263

few confirmations, expose users to Double-Spending attacks.264

For this reason, Bitcoin developers recommend users to wait265

a minimum of 6 confirmations before accepting a transaction266

as a payment.267

g: MINING POOLS268

Given the high costs of the mining process, and the low269

chances of beating the competition, working alone is hardly270

profitable in Bitcoin. For this reason, miners typically join271

forces by creating pools. In a mining pool, several miners272

work in parallel to find the PoW for the next block. If the273

block is produced and added to the main chain, the rewards274

are split among all members of the pool. This mechanism275

allows amortizing the risks, making profits more stable over276

time. Currently, although solo mining is still possible, joining277

a pool is the only way to make this activity profitable.278

The existence of mining pools affects the ability to perform279

double-spending attacks where the attacker needs to produce280

her own blocks (see § IX-B).281

h: RELAY NETWORKS282

To speed up the exchange of blocks, miners often interconnect283

outside the Bitcoin P2P network through fast-speed relay284

networks. Currently, the best-known ones are FIBRE [19] and285

Falcon [20].286

As we will see, relay networks help protect from delay287

attacks (§ VIII-E) and makes partitioning (§ VIII-D) harder.288

A. THE BITCOIN NETWORK289

The Bitcoin network constantly changes over time, due to290

nodes joining and leaving, as well as to protocol updates,291

which change how nodes connect to each other.292

i: NETWORK ADDRESSES293

Four types of addresses are currently supported in Bitcoin:294

IPv4, IPv6, OnionCat, used by Tor [21], and I2P [22], another295

anonymity network.296

j: PUBLIC NETWORK297

Currently, the network counts an average of 15.000 reach-298

able (i.e., accepting connections) nodes [3]. Of these, IPv4,299

between 6000 and 8000 units, constituted the vast majority300

(70-80%) until 2021. However, over the past year, Tor nodes301

have surged from around 1000 to more than 7000 units,302

surpassing IPv4 nodes for the first time [23]. In contrast,303

the number of IPv6 nodes, around 1200, has not varied over304

time.305

Interestingly, this portion of the network is overall very306

stable, with very few changes in the connected nodes. As dis-307

cussed in § X, reachable nodes are the primary target of most308

network-level attacks.309

k: UNREACHABLE NETWORK310

Not all nodes in the Bitcoin network are reachable. In fact,311

some nodes do not accept incoming connections due to312

configuration settings or, more commonly, for being 313

behind a firewall or NAT [24]. Notably, according to 314

estimates, these nodes represent around 90% of the 315

network [25]. 316

Unlike reachable nodes, unreachable ones only establish 317

outgoing connections, thus having much less varied connec- 318

tivity compared to their peers. This characteristic makes them 319

more vulnerable to deanonymization attacks (§ IX-C). On the 320

other hand, as discussed in § X, their inability to accept 321

connections from other peers, protects these nodes from a 322

large number of other attacks. 323

l: TOPOLOGY 324

Bitcoin nodes choose their peers in a pseudo-random 325

way, with the goal of creating a random-looking topology 326

graph [26]. 327

However, for security reasons, information on the actual 328

Bitcoin network topology is hidden in the protocol. At the 329

same time, several techniques have been found to infer 330

connections among reachable nodes (we describe such tech- 331

niques in § VIII-B). Thanks to these techniques, an approx- 332

imation of the actual network graph has been calculated, 333

which proved to be relatively centralized. In particular, 334

studies revealed the presence of highly connected nodes 335

(probably used as gateways by mining pools) [26] and highly 336

interconnected communities [27]. 337

As we will see in § VIII-B, knowledge of the 338

topology graph can facilitate attacks like Double Spending 339

(§ IX-B) and Deanonymization (§ IX-C), and enable Parti- 340

tioning attacks (§ VIII-D). 341

IV. THE BITCOIN P2P PROTOCOL 342

The Bitcoin P2P protocol defines how nodes choose their 343

peers and spread information through the network. In this 344

section, we review the most relevant details of the protocol, 345

with particular emphasis on those related to network-level 346

attacks. 347

m: SPECIFICATION 348

While few resources are available to learn how the Bitcoin 349

protocol works at a high level [28], [29], no official doc- 350

umentation has ever been released. Therefore, the protocol 351

is only specified by its reference implementation, that is the 352

Bitcoin Core client sources [30]. As a consequence, obtaining 353

up-to-date information on how Bitcoin nodes behave can be 354

challenging. 355

In this section, we provide a detailed description of the 356

Bitcoin P2P protocol, focusing on the aspects relevant to 357

network-level attacks. Our description is based on the Bit- 358

coin Core source code and related documents on the offi- 359

cial Github repository, and complemented with information 360

retrieved from the literature. We refer to the latest version of 361

the client, v0.22. Moreover, in the rest of the paper, we will 362

refer to previous versions, with the notation ‘‘v0.x’’, to high- 363

light important changes to the protocol. 364
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FIGURE 1. Connection establishment.

n: CONNECTIONS365

Bitcoin nodes use TCP/IP to establish connections with their366

peers. Public nodes usually accept connections on the stan-367

dard port 8333, although any available port can be used.368

Since connections are not encrypted, all exchanged mes-369

sages are sent in clear. As we will see in § VII-B, this370

exposes Bitcoin connections to Man-in-the-Middle attacks,371

with important consequence for the security of the network.372

o: PROTOCOL MESSAGES373

To understand the details of network-level attacks, it is often374

important to be familiar with the specific protocol messages.375

Here, we give a list of all the relevant ones.376

• VERSION/VERACK: exchanged to establish a new con-377

nection.378

• PING/PONG: exchanged to keep the connection alive.379

• GETADDR: it requests a list of known active peers.380

• ADDR: sent unsolicited or in response to GETADDR,381

it contains a list of known Bitcoin nodes (in the form382

IP:port).383

• INV: sent unsolicited or in response to GETBLOCKS,384

it contains a list of known transactions or blocks.385

• GETDATA: it requests the data of blocks or transactions.386

• TX: sent in response to GETDATA, it contains a single387

transaction.388

• BLOCK: sent in response to GETDATA, it contains a389

single block.390

• GETHEADERS: it requests block headers starting after a391

specified block.392

• HEADERS: sent in response to GETHEADERS, it con-393

tains a list of block headers.394

• SENDCMPCT/GETBLOCKTXN/BLOCKTXN: messages395

used for Compact Blocks.396

• MEMPOOL: requests the mempool content; the response397

is an INV message containing the list of all transactions398

in the mempool.399

A. PEERING400

In this section, we describe how Bitcoin clients establish and401

manage connections with other peers.402

p: CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT403

New connections are establishedwith a three-way handshake,404

as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, when a node NA wants to405

connect to node NB, the following messages are exchanged:406

1) NA sends VERSION to NB; 407

2) NB sends VERACK and VERSION to NA; 408

3) NA sends VERACK to NB. 409

The VERSION message includes information about the 410

node (client name, current protocol version, services pro- 411

vided, etc. . . ) as well as the current tip of the blockchain 412

(i.e., the last known block), which is used to synchronize the 413

ledger. Additionally, a timestamp is included, which is used 414

to synchronize a network clock. 415

The connection is said to be outbound for the node that 416

initiates the handshake, and inbound for the other node. 417

Similarly, a peer is outbound or inbound depending on its 418

connection type. 419

To keep the connection alive, nodes send a PING mes- 420

sage every 30 minutes, to which the peer replies with PONG 421

messages. If no message is received during 90 minutes, the 422

connection is closed. 423

1) PEER MANAGEMENT 424

Bitcoin nodes usually maintain 8 outbound peers and, 425

if reachable, accept up to 117 inbound peers. 426

In addition, since v0.19, two extra block-relay-only out- 427

bound connections are also maintained by each node [31]. 428

This feature mitigates Topology Inference attacks (§ VIII-B), 429

thus protecting from network partitioning (§ VIII-D). Since 430

v0.21, these nodes are also used as anchors: when restarting, 431

the node will try to re-connect to the same block-relay-only 432

nodes it was connected before [32]. This feature mitigates the 433

risk of Eclipse attacks (§ VIII-C). 434

Since v0.12, if all inbound slots are occupied, and a new 435

connection request is received, an evictionmechanism is used 436

to disconnect one of the current inbound peers [33]. This 437

mechanism mitigates the risk of an attacker controlling all 438

inbound connections at the same time (see § VIII-C). In par- 439

ticular, the choice of the evicted peer is made to minimize the 440

possibility of the attacker to avoid being disconnected. 441

a: PEER DISCOVERY 442

When a Bitcoin client runs for the first time, a bootstrapping 443

procedure is executed to discover other nodes. This procedure 444

queries a list of DNS servers, called seeds, which maintain 445

an up-to-date list of known IP addresses where a reachable 446

Bitcoin node is running. When queried, DNS seeds return 447

a random subset from such list. The client will then choose 448

8 random addresses as outbound peers. If the DNS method 449

fails, a hard-coded list of known stable nodes is used. 450

Once the client has joined the network, it learns new 451

addresses from other peers. Specifically, when a new connec- 452

tion is opened, the client sends aGETADDRmessage, towhich 453

the peer replies with an ADDR message with a list of known 454

addresses. All the addresses learned by the client are stored in 455

a local database, which is periodically saved to file to be used 456

subsequent executions. This means DNS seeds are usually 457

only needed in the first execution of a client. 458

In fact, as discussed in § VII-D, the use of DNS seeds is 459

undesirable, as it is can lead to node eclipsing (§ VIII-C). 460
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b: THE ADDRESS DATABASE461

The address database is used by clients to choose new462

outbound peers, and to reply to GETADDR requests. It is463

composed of two tables: tried and new. The tried table464

contains addresses to which the node has successfully estab-465

lished an outbound connection. The new table contains all466

other known but untested addresses, advertised from peers467

or DNS seeds. Tables are further divided into groups, called468

buckets, which store up to 64 addresses each. Entries are in469

the form of ’IP:port’ tuples, with an attached timestamp470

indicating their freshness. Specifically, the tried table has471

256 buckets, while the new table has 1024.472

When an address is added to the new table, a bucket473

is selected depending on the prefix (e.g., /16 for IPv4) or474

Autonomous System (AS), as well as the source (peer or475

DNS) address. Because of this, a single address can be stored476

in multiple buckets (up to 8) if advertised by different peers.477

This increases the chances of selecting addresses that are478

advertisedmore.When an addressmaps to an occupied slot of479

a bucket, the existing address is overwritten if it is also stored480

in another bucket, or it is considered terrible, that is, it does481

not meet some quality criteria (e.g., if older than 30 days or482

has more than 3 failed connection attempts).483

If an address in new is successfully connected, it is moved484

to tried. Here, bucket selection is based on both the net-485

work prefix of the address and the full address. If the assigned486

slot is occupied, the currently-stored address is tested for487

eviction: if offline, it is moved to new, and replaced by the488

new address.489

To increase the number of addresses in tried, a random490

entry in new is tested every two minutes with a short-lived491

feeler connection. If the feeler connection is successful, the492

address is moved to the tried table.493

As later shown, the address database is an essential compo-494

nent, and a bad design can be used for fingerprint (§ VIII-F)495

and eclipse (§ VIII-C) attacks.496

c: PEER SELECTION497

When a new outbound connection has to be established,498

the candidate peer is chosen among entries in the address499

database using a pseudorandom procedure.500

First, the new or tried table is selected with a 50%501

chance. Then, a bucket and slot are chosen uniformly at502

random. If the slot is empty, the procedure iterates through503

subsequent positions until an address is found. If the whole504

bucket is empty, a new one is picked at random. As under-505

populated buckets will have more chances of being selected,506

this procedure favors addresses in under-represented network507

zones.508

2) ADDRESS PROPAGATION509

When connecting to a peer for the first time, most nodes510

advertise their address with an ADDRmessage. Subsequently,511

a GETADDRmessage is sent to the new peer to request a list of512

other known addresses. In turn, the peer returns this list via an513

ADDR message, which is stored by the requesting node into 514

the address database.When replying to a GETADDRmessage, 515

up to 23% of the addresses stored in the database is sent. 516

However, since 2020 (v0.21), to prevent Topology Inference 517

attacks (§ VIII-B), nodes only send up to 1000 addresses 518

per day, in response to GETADDR messages [34]. Addition- 519

ally, only one GETADDR message will be replied for each 520

connection. 521

GETADDR messages are typically only used at the begin- 522

ning of a connection. After, newly discovered nodes can be 523

advertised through unsolicited ADDR messages. When the 524

client receives an ADDR message with up to 10 addresses, 525

it forwards it to a limited number of peers. Specifically, reach- 526

able addresses2 are advertised to two peers, while unreach- 527

able ones to a single one. For each peer, a node remembers 528

which addresses have been forwarded, so as to avoid repeat- 529

ing their advertisement. This information is kept for each 530

connection (i.e., per session, not per IP) and cleared every 531

24 hours. Recipient peers are also fixed during 24 hours, 532

so that each address is typically propagated once per day. This 533

prevents a peer from increasing the propagation of its own 534

address by repeatedly advertising it. 535

Note that, for privacy concerns, the transmission or ADDR 536

messages is implemented using the Diffusion protocol, 537

described in § IV-B1.a. 538

3) PEER SECURITY 539

One of the risks in a permissionless network is to have an 540

attacker control a large portion of our peers. To mitigate this 541

risk, the Bitcoin protocol adopts several protective measures. 542

a: OUTBOUND PEERS 543

Outbound peers are generally considered safer than inbound 544

ones. This is due to the fact that an attacker can easily open 545

multiple inbound connections towards the same node (when 546

reachable). In contrast, she has limited control over outbound 547

connections besides deploying multiple nodes. As shown in 548

§ IV-B, this fact is taken into account in several choices 549

throughout the protocol, and is at the base of various coun- 550

termeasures against network-level attacks (see § VIII). 551

b: IP-RANGE LIMITATIONS 552

Some protocol choices are based on the assumption that a sin- 553

gle adversary, even when controlling numerous IP addresses, 554

is not likely to control nodes in many different geographical 555

areas. For example, this is one of the reasons why buckets in 556

the address database are based on the prefix or AS. Another 557

limitation is on the number of outbound connections that 558

can be established towards the same network area, which is 559

limited to one per group (e.g. /16 for IPv4). 560

2In this context, reachability is simply determined by the network family
of the address (i.e., IPv4, IPv6, OnionCat, I2P). Specifically, a node considers
an address reachable if they both belong to the same family.
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FIGURE 2. Bitcoin transaction relay.

c: PEER REPUTATION SYSTEM561

To prevent misbehaving, Bitcoin nodes maintain a reputation562

score for each peer, which is increased every time the peer563

deviates from the protocol. The value of the increase depends564

on the gravity of the misbehavior. For instance, sending565

a message before the connection handshake determines an566

increase of 1, while sending an invalid block generates an567

increase of 100.568

When a peer reaches a score of 100, it is disconnected,569

and its address is marked as discouraged. Nodes connecting570

from a discouraged address are allowed to open inbound con-571

nections, but they are preferred for eviction when accepting572

new incoming connections.Moreover, they are excluded from573

outbound connections, and they are not advertised to other574

peers. The duration of the discouraged status can last an575

indeterminate time, but it does not persist after reinitiating576

the node.577

Until v0.18 [35], misbehaving nodes were disconnected578

and banned for 24 hours. However, this feature has been579

shown to allow DoS attacks on Tor nodes (see § VII-F).580

B. DATA PROPAGATION581

To maintain the distributed ledger, two main types of infor-582

mation must be spread through the network: transactions and583

blocks. Generally speaking, this information is propagated584

through gossip, that is, when a node receives new data,585

it relays it to all its peers. However, this can occur in different586

ways. In the following, we describe the procedures used in587

Bitcoin to propagate transactions and blocks.588

1) TRANSACTION PROPAGATION589

When a node generates or receives a transaction, it relays590

it to all connected peers. To avoid having a node receive591

the same transaction twice, a 3-step relay process is used,592

as shown in Figure 2. First, the transaction is announced by593

sending its hash identifier, or TXID (h(txi) in the image), via594

an INV message; the receiver checks whether the TXID is595

known, and, if not, requests the transaction with a GETDATA596

message; upon receiving this request, the announcer transmits597

the transaction using a TX message.598

After sending the GETDATA message, a timeout is set599

(currently to 1 minute) to avoid excessive delays. If the600

timeout expires, the transaction is requested to another peer601

that announced it, if any.602

To mitigate the risk of Delay attacks (described603

in § VIII-E), the request queue is currently randomized, that604

is, it does not follow the order in which peers advertised 605

the transaction. With the same purpose, outbound nodes are 606

currently preferred over inbound ones when requesting a 607

transaction. 608

a: TRANSACTION RELAY 609

Currently, Bitcoin transactions are spread using Diffusion. 610

In this protocol, when the client receives a new transac- 611

tion, it does not relay it immediately. Instead, it delays its 612

transmission to mitigate the risk of Danonymization attacks 613

(§ IX-C). In particular, nodes maintain a queue for each peer, 614

containing the transactions to be forwarded. This queue is 615

periodically flushed by sending an INV message to the peer, 616

announcing all pending transactions. Each queue is flushed 617

with an independent, exponential delay, which follows a Pois- 618

son distribution [36]. This delay is halved for outbound peers, 619

since these are less risky for deanonymization. 620

Diffusion was introduced in 2015 (v0.12) to replace 621

the Trickle protocol [37]. This protocol implemented the 622

so-called trickling, that is, the addition of random delays to 623

the relay of a message. In particular, in Trickle, at each loop 624

iteration, a random node was selected, and its queue flushed. 625

The protocol switch was done to mitigate Deanonymization 626

attacks (§ IX-C). 627

As a protection against DoS attacks, all transactions are 628

also required to pay a minimum relay fee (MRF) to be propa- 629

gated. 630

b: UTXO SET 631

When a new transaction is received, its validity is verified 632

by checking its inputs. To speed up this process, all known 633

unspent outputs are stored in theUnspent Transaction Output 634

(UTXO) set. To protect from Flooding attacks (§ IX-A3), the 635

size of this set is limited. 636

c: ORPHAN POOL 637

If a transaction is received before its parent transactions, it 638

is considered an orphan. Since such transactions cannot be 639

validated, they are not immediately relayed to peers. Instead, 640

they are stored in an orphan pool so they can be validated if 641

the parent is received. Similar to the UTXO set, the size of 642

this buffer is also limited (currently to 100 entries). 643

d: SEGREGATED WITNESS 644

In 2016 (v0.13), the Segregated Witness (SegWit) [38], [39] 645

soft fork was activated, which allows separating validation 646

data from the transaction structure. In particular, it allows to 647

store transaction scripts and signatures into a new, separate, 648

structure, called witness. 649

SegWit transactions have two IDs: the standard TXID, 650

obtainded by hashing the transaction structure, and the 651

WTXID, obtained by hashing base data and witness data. 652

This fact solved Transaction Malleability (§ VII-A), which 653

could lead to DoS attacks (see § IX-A3) andDouble Spending 654

(§ IX-B7). 655
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Furthermore, by reducing transaction base data, SegWit656

allows storing more transactions into a single block, which657

in turn improves the overall network throughput.658

2) BLOCK PROPAGATION659

Bitcoin nodes propagate blocks in different ways. When660

connecting to a new peer, they perform the block synchro-661

nization procedure. Then, they simply relay new blocks662

when received. In turn, this can be done using the663

legacy INV/GETDATAmethod, the SENDHEADERSmethod,664

or using compact blocks. In the following, we describe all665

these procedures.666

a: BLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION667

Block synchronization is performed by two nodes when668

establishing a new connection. In this procedure, the669

newly-connected peers exchange their tip (last known block670

index) in the VERSION message. Then, the node with the671

lower tip (i.e., the one with fewer blocks in the ledger) sends672

a GETBLOCKSmessage requesting missing blocks, to which673

the peer replies with an INV message containing the corre-674

sponding block hashes. Finally, each block is requested with675

a GETDATA message.676

Block synchronization is particularly relevant for nodes677

joining the network for the first time, or re-joining after678

leaving it for some time. Once a node has synced its ledger,679

it will update it as peers relay new blocks.680

This procedure has been shown to allow a possible Finger-681

print attack (see § VIII-F3).682

b: BLOCK RELAY683

In earlier versions of Bitcoin, blocks were relayed follow-684

ing a procedure similar to transactions. In this procedure,685

the relayer sends an INV message announcing the new686

block; then, the receiver asks, if needed, the block header687

(via GETHEADERS), and eventually requests the block with688

GETDATA.689

Since 2016 (v0.12), for efficiency reasons, nodes can690

instruct their peers (via a SENDHEADERS message) to691

announce blocks by sending HEADERS messages directly,692

skipping the INV message [40], [41].693

Similar to transactions, a timeout is set after sending a694

GETDATA request. Currently, the timeout is set to a minimum695

of 10 minutes, plus 5 extra minutes for each additional block696

being downloaded at the same time. If the timeout expires,697

the corresponding peer gets disconnected (this behavior is698

mostly because there is no easy way to interrupt an ongoing699

download).700

Note that, different from transactions, new blocks are701

advertised to other peers with no additional delays after being702

added to a node’s ledger, since there are no privacy concerns703

in this case. However, the transmission timeout could be used704

to implement Delay attacks (§ VIII-E).705

c: COMPACT BLOCKS706

With version 0.13, Compact Blocks were also intro-707

duced [42], [43] to reduce bandwidth consumption.708

FIGURE 3. Bitcoin block relay [42].

A compact block can be sent in reply to a GETDATA 709

message using a COMPCTBLOCK message, which includes 710

the block header, the list of TXIDs in the block, and a small set 711

of full-data transactions that the sender believes have not been 712

seen by the receiver.When a compact block is received, nodes 713

check the list of TXIDs to verify whether they are known. 714

Missing transactions are then requested (by their index in 715

the list) using a GETBLOCKTXNmessage. The peer will then 716

send the requested transactions with a BLOCKTXN message. 717

Compact blocks also introduced the concept ofHigh Band- 718

width (HB) neighbors, which can be instructed to relay blocks 719

unsolicited, that is, without previously announcing them. 720

HB nodes send a compact block unsolicited if they believe 721

the receiver knows the previous block but not the new one. 722

This strategy allows to both receive blocks faster and mitigate 723

DoS/Delay attacks (see § VIII-E). 724

Each node maintains an HB Neighbor (HBN) list, com- 725

posed of the last three nodes that relayed a valid block. To that 726

purpose, when a new valid block is received, the sender is 727

added to the HBN list. If there already are three nodes in 728

the list, the one that sent a block least recently is evicted. 729

To instruct a peer in the HBN list to send blocks unsolicited, 730

nodes send a SENDCMPCT(true) message. If such a node 731

is later evicted, a SENDCMPCT(false) message is sent. 732

The new block propagation scheme is depicted in Figure 3, 733

along with the old relay protocol. 734

d: BLOCK PROCESSING 735

Like transactions, new blocks are validated by each node 736

when they are received (via BLOCK messages). This process 737

involves verifying all the transactions included in the block. 738

In particular, when a block is received, all included transac- 739

tions are expected to be in themempool (missing transactions 740

are requested to the node that advertised the block). After the 741

block is validated, the mempool is emptied. In other words, 742

the mempool acts as a cache of unconfirmed transactions, 743

which remain in memory until they are included in a block. 744

This structure can represent a bottleneck for Bitcoin nodes, 745

since if the transaction’s arrival rate exceeds that of mining, 746

the mempool size increases, slowing down the verification 747

process (and overall performances of the network) [44]. 748

As we will show in § IX-A, this fact can be exploited to 749

perform DoS attacks. 750
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V. THREAT MODEL FRAMEWORK751

Threat models allow to formalize the study of specific cate-752

gory of attacks and enable the comparison between different753

attacks and countermeasures. For instance, [45] defines the754

Eavesdropper adversary to study deanonymization attacks755

and quantify the anonymity guarantees of different propa-756

gation protocols. Several other adversary models have been757

defined across the literature to address different scenarios.758

However, these models are typically defined as an ad-hoc759

framework for a specific attack, which does not allow it760

to be applied to different scenarios. At the same time, for761

many attacks, no threat model has every been defined,making762

analysis and comparison difficult.763

To bridge this gap, we propose a generic threat model764

framework that allows to define adversary and target models765

for all network-level attacks. We based our framework on the766

various threat models found in the literature.767

Our framework allows to easily define the threat model768

of any network-level attack, and, in turn, to evaluate its risk769

in a quantifiable manner. Specifically, each threat model in770

our framework allows to define both the targets (which nodes771

are susceptible to the attack? how many are affected?), and772

the adversary (who can perform the attack? does she require773

special privileges? what knowledge and resources are needed774

for the attack?).775

To allow an easier and quick specification of the threat776

model for each attack, we will also introduce a uniform777

notification, whichwill be described in the rest of this section.778

A. TARGETS779

When considering the entities affected by an attack, we dis-780

tinguish between network-level devices, referred to as targets,781

and real-life users, referred to as victims.782

In particular, from a network perspective, the target T of783

an attack can be:784

• A single node (N ), which can be reachable (NR),785

or unreachable (NU );786

• Multiple nodes: this can be the whole network (Net),787

a generic portion (NetP), all reachable nodes (NetR), all788

unreachable nodes (NetU ).789

On the other hand, from an user perspective, the victim V790

can be:791

• A seller or merchant (S), typically accepting paying792

transactions after i confirmations (S i);793

• A payer or exchange (P);794

• A miner or mining pool (M).795

Note that the concepts of target and victim can be inde-796

pendent and coexist, depending on the attack. For instance,797

an attack can have a target but no victim (except the implicit798

owner of the node). Similarly, an attack can have a victim799

without affecting a specific target.800

B. ADVERSARY801

We define a Bitcoin network adversary A based on the802

generic model suggested by Do et al. [46]. In particular, we803

define A by specifying the following characteristics:804

• Goals; 805

• Assumptions: environment, knowledge, and resources; 806

• Capabilities: interaction, and connectivity. 807

Additionally, we introduce the following notation to specify 808

the adversary model for each attack: 809

Ainteraction
environment ([knowledge], [resources]) F connectivity. 810

For instance, the notation 811

AO
AS (T ,B,M ) F T 812

denotes an AS-level adversary, with observing capabilities, 813

who knows the IP of the target, controls a botnet, has mining 814

equipment, and connects to the target’s node. To complement 815

the security framework, we also define the possible targets of 816

a network-level attack. 817

e: GOALS 818

• Denial of Service (DoS):A aims at disrupting or degrad- 819

ing the functionality of the Bitcoin network. 820

• Double Spending (DS): A aims at spending the same 821

bitcoins twice, typically once to a merchant to obtain a 822

good or service, and the other one to herself to revert the 823

payment. 824

• Deanonymization (D):A aims at distinguishing the user 825

who created a specific transaction, or at recognizing 826

transactions from a specific user. 827

• Unfair Revenue (UR): A, participating as a miner, aims 828

at gaining more revenues than its due share according to 829

the computation done. 830

f: ASSUMPTIONS 831

• Environment: 832

– P2P-level (AP2P): A acts as a Bitcoin node, and 833

interacts with other nodes according to the protocol; 834

this is the most common type of adversary, which 835

only exploits weaknesses in the Bitcoin protocol to 836

achieve her objective; since this is themost common 837

case, we omit this notation. 838

– AS-level (AAS ): A (typically an ISP) has control 839

of one or more Autonomous Systems (ASs) used 840

by Bitcoin nodes to connect; this adversary takes 841

advantage of her privileged position in the network 842

to enableMan-in-the-Middle capabilities (§ VII-B). 843

• Resources: 844

– Server: A has unlimited bandwidth, memory, and 845

storage; we implicitly assume this resource and 846

hence omit its notation. 847

– Botnet (A(B)): A controls multiple nodes, possibly 848

with different IP addresses; this is used to imper- 849

sonate multiple identities in the network, such as in 850

Sybil attacks (§ VIII-A). 851

– UTXOs (A(U )): A has spendable Bitcoin outputs; 852

this is needed to create new transactions, like in Dos 853

(§ IX-A) or Double Spending (§ IX-B) attacks. 854
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– Mining equipment (A(M )): A is able to mine her855

own blocks; this is typically needed in Double856

Spending attacks (§ IX-B).857

• Knowledge:858

– IP (A(T )): A knows the IP address of the target859

node(s); this is needed to connect to the target,860

which is needed in numerous attacks, like Delay861

(§ VIII-E) or Eclipse (§ VIII-C); we omit this nota-862

tion when A connects to all reachable nodes, since863

this information is publicly available [3].864

– Topology (A(NetR)): A knows the topology of the865

reachable network; this is needed to observe/control866

the propagation of data, like in Deanonymization867

attacks (§ IX-C), or to exploit weaknesses in the868

connectivity of the network, like in Partitioning869

attacks (§ VIII-D).870

g: CAPABILITIES871

• Interaction:872

– Observation (AO): A observes and analyzes data873

objects (i.e., transactions, blocks, and addresses)874

received from other peers, but do not inject any in875

the network; this models some stealthy attacks like876

some early Deanonymization (§ IX-C) and Topol-877

ogy Inference (§ VIII-B) techniques.878

– Injection (AI ):A injects or tamper with data objects879

and related messages; this models attacks where the880

adversary actively interacts with the network.881

• Connectivity:882

– Target (AFT ):A is connected to the target node(s);883

this is typically needed for Double Spending (§ IX-884

B) and Delay (§ VIII-E) attacks.885

– Miners (A FM): A is connected to one or more886

miners; this is typically needed in Double Spending887

attacks (§ IX-B).888

– Network-wide (A F NetR): A is connected to all889

reachable nodes at once3; this is typically needed890

for Deanonymization (§ IX-C) and Topology Infer-891

ence (§ VIII-B).892

VI. NETWORK-LEVEL ATTACKS893

In the following sections, we will review all the network-level894

attacks we found in the literature. We organize such attacks895

based on a objective-oriented taxonomy, which we describe896

in this section. Additionally, we provide a small guide to the897

unified format we use for the attack description.898

h: TAXONOMY899

We classify network-level attacks as follows:900

• Direct Attacks (§ IX): it includes attacks used to directly901

achieve one of the primary goals, such as Denial of902

3Note thatA cannot connect to all unreachable nodes at once, given such
nodes do not accept inbound connections

Service, Double Spending, Deanonymization, and 903

Unfair Revenue; 904

• Auxiliary Attacks (§ VIII): it includes attacks used to 905

enable, ease, or improve Direct attacks or other Auxil- 906

iary attacks, such as Sybil, Topology Inference, Delay, 907

Eclipse, Partition, and Fingerprint attacks. 908

• Infrastructure Attacks (§ VII): it includes Auxiliary 909

attacks exploiting weaknesses in external protocols 910

used by Bitcoin, such as Man-in-the-Middle, Spoof- 911

ing, Transaction Malleability, DNS, Tor, and BGP 912

(AS-level). 913

This taxonomy focuses on the relation between each attack 914

and the achievement of the adversary’s goals. As such, this 915

separation does not reflect the relevance and impact of the 916

attacks, meaning that Direct attacks are not more important 917

than Auxiliary ones. In fact, as we will show, Auxiliary 918

attacks are often a far more prominent threat in today’s Bit- 919

coin network. 920

i: ATTACK DESCRIPTION STRUCTURE 921

Attack descriptions follow this structure: 922

• Threat model: it specifies the adversary and targets 923

according to the framework described in § V; 924

• Procedure: it describes the attack in detail; 925

• Impact: it discuss the level of vulnerability of Bitcoin, 926

the success rate of the attacks, and possible real-life 927

cases; 928

• Limitations: it mention known drawbacks of the attack; 929

• Mitigation: it describes defensive strategies and counter- 930

measures implemented in the Bitcoin protocol. 931

Furthermore, for each Auxiliary attack type, we include aUse 932

paragraph showing how the attack can be used to achieve 933

primary goals or enable other attacks. 934

Note that, a missing paragraph in the description indicates 935

the lack of relative information for the attack. For instance, 936

if no countermeasure has been implemented, the Mitigation 937

paragraph will be omitted. 938

j: NOTATION 939

In addition to the notation introduced for the Adversary 940

Model, we will use the following object identifiers: 941

• tx: used for transactions; 942

• B: used for blocks; 943

• N : used for nodes. 944

Wecombine this notationwithA, T , andV to specifywhether 945

the object belongs to, or is intended for, the adversary, the 946

target, or the victim, respectively. For instance, in double- 947

spending attacks, A generates a transaction txV for V , and 948

a conflicting one txA, for herself. Similarly, A will use her 949

own node NA to connect to the target node NT . 950

k: METRICS 951

Some of the attacks, such as Topology Inference, Fingerprint- 952

ing, and Deanonymization, are typically evaluated as classi- 953

fication techniques. In that respect, the following metrics are 954
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used:955

Precision=
|TP|

|TP| + |FP|
Recall=

|TP|
|TP| + |FN |

,956

where TP=TruePositives, FP=FalsePositives, and FN=957

FalseNegatives.958

These metrics are used to quantify the effectiveness of a959

technique. In particular, the Precision metric measures the960

ratio of correct identifications (e.g., how many inferred con-961

nections actually exist in the network), while Recallmeasures962

the ratio of correctly identified objects (e.g., how many of the963

existing connections are inferred).964

VII. INFRASTRUCTURE ATTACKS965

Being built on top of the Internet, Bitcoin communications966

rely on other protocols, such as TCP and DNS. Similarly,967

other protocols are used to provide different features. The968

security of the Bitcoin protocol can thus be affected by weak-969

nesses in external mechanisms.970

In this section, we review attacks that exploit vulnerabil-971

ities in other protocols or attack vectors produced by their972

combination with Bitcoin. Note that, similar to Auxiliary973

attacks, Infrastructure attacks enable the adversary to perform974

one or more Direct attacks.975

A. TRANSACTION MALLEABILITY ATTACKS976

Transaction malleability [47] refers to the ability to modify977

a signed transaction without invalidating it. This can be done978

in different ways, such as changing the transaction data (e.g.,979

the scripts), or the digital signature [48], [49]. In particular,980

this can be done without any knowledge of the private keys981

used to sign the transaction.982

In Bitcoin, this allows creating (valid) copies of the same983

transaction with different TXIDs. Despite having the same984

set of inputs/outputs, these copies are considered as different985

transactions.986

l: USE987

As shown in § IX-B7, transaction malleability could be used988

to perform a form of double-spending. Moreover, as dis-989

cussed in § IX-A3, malleability can be used for Flooding990

attacks.991

m: IMPACT992

Given an ECDSA signature, it is trivial to mathematically993

derive an equivalent one that uses different parameters [47].994

n: MITIGATION995

Transaction malleability was mitigated by the introduction of996

Segregated Witness (SegWit) [38], which moves signatures997

outside the transaction data, thus excluding them from the998

TXID hash. Nonetheless, the problem still exists for non-999

SegWit transactions.1000

B. MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACKS 1001

In a Man in the Middle (MitM) attack, A places herself 1002

between two connected devices and intercepts the messages 1003

they exchange. By doing so, A is able to drop and delay 1004

packets. Furthermore, if no encryption is used, A can inject, 1005

eavesdrop and tamper with messages. 1006

o: USE 1007

In Bitcoin, MitM attacks allow A to perform DoS (by drop- 1008

ping or delaying messages) and deanonymization (e.g., in the 1009

PERIMETER attack, § IX-C4). 1010

Moreover, they enable powerful Auxiliary attacks, such 1011

as Delay (§ VIII-E), Eclipse (§ VIII-C), and Partitioning 1012

(§ VIII-D). 1013

Finally, MitM attacks ease Spoofing attacks (§ VII-C). 1014

p: IMPACT 1015

Due to the lack of encryption and strong authentication, 1016

Bitcoin is highly susceptible to MitM [50]. Network-wide 1017

MitM attacks are also possible when A is at the AS level 1018

(§ VII-E1). Similarly, MitM attacks can target users connect- 1019

ing through Tor (§ VII-F2). 1020

q: MITIGATION 1021

Encryption in the Bitcoin protocol was discussed in 1022

2016 [51]. However, to date, no countermeasure has been 1023

implemented. 1024

C. SPOOFING ATTACKS 1025

In a Spoofing attack [52], A sends messages on behalf of 1026

another entity. To do so, she sets the IP address in her packets 1027

to the address of another device (real or fake). 1028

r: USE 1029

In Bitcoin, spoofing can be used to perform node-level DoS 1030

attacks (e.g., in Tapsell’s attack § IX-A1). Moreover, it can 1031

help an AS-level adversary to perform Eclipse attacks (see 1032

§ VIII-C2). Finally, spoofing can be used for Tor DoS attacks 1033

(§ VII-F1). 1034

s: IMPACT 1035

Bitcoin relies on TCP sequence numbers [53] to protect from 1036

spoofing. However, this protection is not always effective. For 1037

instance, a MitM attacker can easily bypass it by intercepting 1038

and sniffing TCP packets. 1039

D. DNS ATTACKS 1040

As explained in § IV-A1.a, to join the network, nodes make 1041

use of seed DNS servers to discover other peers. 1042

By compromising a seed, A could tamper with its DNS 1043

records, and replace legit addresses with others under her 1044

control. To that purpose,A can use known weaknesses of the 1045

DNS protocol, such as cache poisoning [54]. As a result, join- 1046

ing nodes would likely connect to A’s nodes. MitM attacks 1047
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on the connection with the DNS server could also achieve the1048

same result.1049

t: USE1050

DNS attacks can enable A to perform Eclipse attacks1051

(§ VIII-C) on new nodes.1052

u: IMPACT1053

Tapsell et al. [50] raised concerns about the vulnerability and1054

centralization of Bitcoin seeds, which are very limited in1055

number, and are mostly run by individual Bitcoin developers.1056

v: MITIGATION1057

During the bootstrap procedure, multiple DNS seeds are1058

queried at once, to ensure a single one cannot eclipse a node.1059

Moreover, since 2020, some of the Bitcoin DNS seeds1060

started enabling DNSSEC [55], which ensures data integrity1061

and authentication.1062

E. AS-LEVEL ATTACKS1063

Being based on TCP, all Bitcoin connections go through ISP-1064

level networks, or Autonomous System (AS), which route1065

messages from the source to its destination. At this level, A1066

can take advantage of her privileged position to inspect all1067

TCP packets going through her AS, enabling possible MitM1068

attacks. Moreover, A is able to re-route connections through1069

her AS.1070

1) BGP HIJACK1071

In this attack, also known as routing attack, AAS re-routes a1072

TCP connection to make it go through her own AS.1073

The attack exploits a weakness in the BGP protocol [56],1074

used by ASes to exchange routing information. In BGP, ASes1075

advertise to other ASes the IP prefixes (e.g., 100.0.0.0/16)1076

they can reach. In turn, advertisements from other ASes are1077

used to build the local routing tables. Unfortunately, BGP1078

routes are not verified, allowing malicious ASes to send1079

rogue advertisements to divert traffic [57]. Therefore, AAS1080

can advertise a specific IP prefix tomake connections towards1081

it go through her AS.1082

a: USE1083

This attack can be used to intercept all Bitcoin traffic towards1084

a specific destination, and perform MitM attacks (§ VII-E2).1085

Moreover, it enables partitioning (§ VIII-D2) attacks.1086

b: IMPACT1087

Apostolaki et al. [58] state that more than 90% of Bitcoin1088

nodes are potentially vulnerable to BGP hijacking attacks.1089

Moreover, they show that large BGP hijacks often occur in1090

real life, involving between 300 and 30,000 prefixes, and1091

intercepting at least 100 Bitcoin nodes per month.1092

2) AS-LEVEL MitM1093

In this attack, AAS performs a MitM attack on one or more1094

Bitcoin connections going through her AS.1095

a: USE 1096

This attack enables Delay (§ VIII-E4), and Deanonymization 1097

(§ IX-C4) attacks. 1098

b: IMPACT 1099

Due to its lack of geographical diversification, Bitcoin is par- 1100

ticularly vulnerable to AS-level attacks. In fact, most nodes 1101

concentrate in just a few ASes [58], [59], making it easier for 1102

A to intercept a large share of connections. For instance, three 1103

of the major ASes together would be able to intercept more 1104

than 60% of all possible Bitcoin connections [58]. 1105

Thanks to the lack of encryption, and the use of a standard 1106

port (8333), AAS can quickly identify all Bitcoin connec- 1107

tions. 1108

F. TOR ATTACKS 1109

Tor is a popular anonymity network based on onion routing 1110

that allows clients to connect to a server without revealing 1111

their IP address. Each Tor connection goes through three 1112

relay nodes: Guard, to which the client connects, Middle, 1113

which acts as an intermediate relay, and Exit, which actually 1114

connects to the server. Therefore, a Tor connection is seen 1115

as coming from the Exit node. At each hop, the connection 1116

is encrypted with a pair of asymmetric keys, negotiated, 1117

during the setup of the connection, between the client and the 1118

corresponding Tor relay. 1119

Bitcoin supports Tor to allow users to improve their 1120

anonymity. However, some studies revealed that combining 1121

the two protocols can create new attack vectors, such as DoS 1122

and even MitM, which we review in the following. 1123

1) TOR DoS 1124

In this attack, described by Biryukov et al. [60] in 2014, 1125

A prevents a public Bitcoin node from being reached via 1126

Tor. To do that, she exploits the Bitcoin reputation system 1127

(§ IV-A3.c), which, at the time of publication, banned mis- 1128

behaving nodes for 24 hours. 1129

a: USE 1130

This attack could be used to facilitate deanonymization 1131

attacks against Tor nodes (see § IX-C2).Moreover, it could be 1132

used to perform the Tor MitM attack described in § VII-F2. 1133

b: PROCEDURE 1134

For the attack, A performs the following steps: 1135

1) Connect NA to T through as many Tor Exit nodes as 1136

possible. 1137

2) For each Exit node NE , send a malformed message 1138

causing a penalty score of 100. As a result, T discon- 1139

nects NE and bans it for 24 hours. 1140

When all Tor Exit relays have been banned, T will be 1141

unreachable via Tor. 1142

By repeating the procedure for all reachable nodes, A can 1143

completely isolate Tor from the Bitcoin network. When this 1144
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occurs, all Bitcoin nodes are forced to connect directly (i.e.,1145

using their own address).1146

c: IMPACT1147

To successfully disconnect Tor nodes from a single target,1148

A needs to establish as many connections as the current1149

number of Tor Exit nodes, and to send a few kilobytes per1150

connection.1151

At the time of publication, A could completely ban Tor1152

nodes for 24 hours with approximately a million connec-1153

tions and less than 1 GByte of traffic (corresponding to1154

around 1000 Bitcoin nodes and 1000 Tor Exit relays).1155

d: MITIGATION1156

Since 2018 (v0.18) [35], the 24-hour ban is not applied1157

anymore, and misbehaving nodes are allowed to establish1158

inbound connections even after being disconnected. As a1159

result, this attack can currently get an Exit node disconnected1160

but not banned.1161

2) TOR MitM1162

In this attack, described by Biryukov et al. in 2015 [61], A1163

places herself in the middle between all Tor nodes and the rest1164

of the Bitcoin network. To do that, she exploits the Tor Dos1165

attack (§ VII-F1) to force Tor nodes to only use Exit relays or1166

Bitcoin nodes under her control.1167

a: USE1168

This attack allows transaction deanonymization despite the1169

target hiding its IP. In fact, by controlling all connections1170

between Tor and the Bitcoin network, A can monitor all1171

transactions sent by the target, and then use Fingerprinting1172

(§ VIII-F) to recognize it when connected directly (i.e., with-1173

out Tor) in a subsequent session.1174

Moreover, Tor-MitM can be used for Partitioning1175

(§ VIII-D) and Eclipse (§ VIII-C) attacks.1176

b: PROCEDURE1177

For the attack, A performs the following steps:1178

1) Deploy multiple reachable Bitcoin nodes.1179

2) Frequently advertise A’s nodes addresses, so that they1180

are included into the maximum possible number of1181

nodes address database (this step aims at increasing the1182

chances of honest peers connecting to A).1183

3) Deploy multiple medium-bandwidth Tor Exit relays; to1184

filter traffic,A can allow only Bitcoin connections (i.e.,1185

port 8333) and only to specific IP addresses.1186

4) Use Tor DoS (§ VII-F1) to ban all honest nodes in T1187

and all honest Exit relays; as a result, Tor nodes will1188

only be able to connect to A’s nodes or through A’s1189

Exit relays.41190

4A third option would be to connect to Bitcoin nodes running as Tor
Hidden Services, which accept connections through Onion addresses. How-
ever, the authors show how such nodes can also be inhibited (via DoS) or
outnumbered by A

c: MITIGATION 1191

This attack has been mitigated by Tor DoS countermeasures 1192

(§ VII-F1). 1193

VIII. AUXILIARY ATTACKS 1194

In this section, we describe Auxiliary attacks, which are not 1195

harmful per se, but enable, ease, or improve other attacks. 1196

In other words, these attacks can be used by A as a prelimi- 1197

nary or intermediate step to achieve her primary goals. 1198

A. SYBIL ATTACKS 1199

In a Sybil attack [62],A fakes the presence of different users 1200

in the network by deploying and controlling multiple nodes. 1201

This attack can have two objectives: (1) to establish multi- 1202

ple (and diversified) connections to the same target, or (2) to 1203

increase the chances of a target connecting toA (the larger the 1204

fraction of NetR controlled by A, the higher the probability 1205

the target connects to her). 1206

d: USE 1207

Sybil attack can help achieve Double Spending (see § IX-B1) 1208

and Deanonymization (see § IX-C3). 1209

Furthermore, the Sybil attack is a core component of vir- 1210

tually all other Auxiliary attacks, such as Topology Inference 1211

§ VIII-B, Delay § VIII-E, Partitioning § VIII-D, and Eclipse 1212

§ VIII-C. 1213

In fact, Sybil attacks can be considered as an approxima- 1214

tion of MitM attacks (§ VII-B), with A controlling a large 1215

fraction of a target’s connections to monitor, drop, and delay 1216

messages. 1217

e: THREAT MODEL 1218

• T =N ,Net: the attack can target a single node or the 1219

entire network. 1220

• A=A(B) F T : the adversary uses multiple nodes, con- 1221

nected to T . 1222

f: PROCEDURE 1223

A deploys multiple Bitcoin nodes, possibly varying their IP, 1224

prefix, and AS. Depending on their use, these nodes can be 1225

reachable or not. These nodes are then collectively controlled 1226

by A as a single entity. In particular, A coordinates these 1227

nodes and has a unified view of their status. 1228

To increase the chances of a target node NT connecting 1229

to A’s nodes, Biryukov et al. [61] proposed the following 1230

strategies: 1231

• Exhausting inbound connections:A fills up the inbound 1232

slots of all reachable nodes to prevent NT from con- 1233

necting to them (note that, at the time of publication, 1234

no eviction mechanism was implemented for inbound 1235

connections); 1236

• Port poisoning: A floods NT advertising legitimate Bit- 1237

coin addresses with a wrong port number. At the time 1238

of publication, entries in the address database were only 1239

distinguished by their IP; therefore ifA’s advertisement 1240
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of an IP reached NT first, the legitimate one would1241

never be stored. By reducing the number of legitimate1242

addresses in the database,A increases the chances ofNT1243

connecting to one of her nodes.1244

g: IMPACT1245

As any user can freely join the network, A has virtually no1246

limit in the number of nodes she can deploy. For this reason,1247

Bitcoin is especially vulnerable to Sybil attacks [63].1248

h: MITIGATION1249

As mentioned in § IV-A3.b, Bitcoin limits the number of1250

outbound connections established by a single node towards1251

addresses in the same IP range. This mitigates A’s ability to1252

monopolize a target’s connections.1253

Moreover, as mentioned in § IV-A1, when inbound slots1254

are exhausted, an eviction mechanism is used to allow new1255

connections.1256

Finally, since 2021 [64], the address database distinguishes1257

entries by the IP:port tuple instead of just the IP. This change1258

effectively invalidates the port-poisoning technique.1259

B. TOPOLOGY INFERENCE ATTACKS1260

In the Bitcoin P2P network, knowledge of the topology can1261

have important security implications [27], [63]. For this rea-1262

son, the Bitcoin protocol hinders the ability to discover con-1263

nections among nodes. Nevertheless, several works showed1264

it is often possible to infer links by observing the propa-1265

gation of messages, or by exploiting protocol-induced side1266

channels.1267

Some of these works also raised the question of how topol-1268

ogy obfuscation affects the ability to study the network [26],1269

[27]. The authors of such works often consider topology1270

inferring not as an attack to the network, but rather a way1271

to uncover centralization problems and identify structural1272

faults. In this respect, authors in [65] openly advocate for1273

an open topology and propose a protocol to reliably discover1274

connections among reachable nodes.1275

i: USE1276

Topology Inference can be used to achieve the following1277

primary goals:1278

• Unfair Revenue: dishonest miners can use topology1279

information to gain an advantage in the propagation of1280

blocks [66], or even place corrupted nodes in the paths1281

between honest miners [67];1282

• Double spending: knowing the neighbors of a tar-1283

get’s node can facilitate 0-confirmation double spending1284

[68], [69];1285

• Deanonymization: rumor-centrality heuristics1286

(described in § IX-C1) depend on knowledge of the1287

topology [70].1288

Moreover, topology inference can ease the following Auxil-1289

iary attacks:1290

• Partitioning (§ VIII-D): topology information can be 1291

used to identify the minimum vertex cut to split the 1292

network into two parts; 1293

• Eclipse (§ VIII-C): ifA knows the neighbors of a target, 1294

she can try to disrupt their connections (e.g. via DoS) to 1295

facilitate the eclipsing process. 1296

1) BIRYUKOV et al.’s ATTACK (UNREACHABLE NODES) 1297

This attack, described in 2014 by Biryukov et al. [60], allows 1298

identifying a subset of outbound peers of an unreachable 1299

node. 1300

The attack is based on the fact that Bitcoin nodes advertise 1301

their own address upon establishing a new connection. 1302

a: THREAT MODEL 1303

• T =NU : the attack targets a single unreachable node. 1304

• A=AO
FNetR: the adversary uses a node NA connected 1305

to all reachable nodes, and observes addresses. 1306

b: PROCEDURE 1307

When T connects to a node NE , it sends an ADDR message 1308

containing its own address aT ; in turn, NE forwards aT to 1309

NA with a certain probability (which depends on how many 1310

connections NA maintains with NE ). 1311

To infer a subset of the entry nodes of T , A simply tracks 1312

which nodes advertise T ’s address aT . 1313

To improve effectiveness, A can make use of Sybil nodes. 1314

c: IMPACT 1315

The success rate of the attack depends on the number of 1316

connections between NA and nodes in NetR. 1317

2) BIRYUKOV et al.’s ATTACK (REACHABLE NODES) 1318

This attack, described by Biryukov et al. in 2014 [60], allows 1319

A to determine if two reachable nodes are connected. This 1320

method is based on the advertisement of marker addresses, 1321

and fine-tuned through the choice of appropriate timestamps. 1322

a: THREAT MODEL 1323

• T =NR: the attack targets a single reachable node, and 1324

can be extended to the whole reachable network (NetR). 1325

• A=AI/O(T )FT : the adversary connects to T , of which 1326

she knows the IP; for the attack, she injects and observes 1327

addresses. 1328

b: PROCEDURE 1329

The attack allows determining whether T is connected to a 1330

peer NP, and it consists of two phases. 1331

In the first phase, A performs the following steps: 1332

1) Send T a set of fake marker addresses (i.e., addresses 1333

with no running clients), in 10-entry ADDR messages 1334

(this ensures the messages are forwarded). 1335

2) Monitor markers received from other peers. 1336

3) Estimate a value k like follows: as the number of mark- 1337

ers increases, the amount received by A converges to 1338
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2
1+k , if T considers the markers belong to the same1339

network, or 1
1+k , otherwise.1340

To increase accuracy,A can run multiple listening nodes and1341

repeat the experiments several times.1342

In the second phase, A performs the following steps:1343

1) Use k to compute the number of markers to forward to1344

T ’s peers.1345

2) Choose a set of markers and send them to T in 10-entry1346

ADDR messages.1347

3) Send GETADDRmessages to NP and observe replies: if1348

the number of markers received corresponds to k , mark1349

P as a peer of T .1350

To avoid false positives, A sets the markers timestamps to1351

values close to 10 minutes in the past. Since, at the time1352

of publication, addresses older than 10 minutes were not1353

forwarded, the markers would be unlikely to travel through1354

more than few nodes.1355

The procedure can be applied to all reachable nodes to infer1356

the topology of the whole public network.1357

c: IMPACT1358

Experimental results showed this method could verify a con-1359

nection with very high accuracy. Moreover, thanks to the1360

timestamp-based improvement, all experiments showed zero1361

false positives.1362

3) AddressProbe1363

This attack, proposed by Miller et al. in 2015 [26], allowed1364

inferring connections among reachable nodes by using times-1365

tamps in ADDR messages.1366

At the time of publication, addresses in the database were1367

updated like follows: for outbound connections, the times-1368

tamp updates each time a message is received from the peer;1369

for inbound connections, the timestamp is set to when the1370

connection is created, but it is not updated afterward; for all1371

the other addresses, the node uses the original timestamp plus1372

a 2-hour penalty. Based on this, it was possible to determine1373

outbound peers by looking at timestamps in ADDRmessages.1374

a: THREAT MODEL1375

• T =NetR: the attack targets all reachable nodes.1376

• A=AO
F NetR: the adversary connects to all reachable1377

nodes, and observes addresses.1378

b: PROCEDURE1379

A performs the following steps:1380

1) Send a GETADDR message to each node in T .1381

2) Collect returning ADDR messages.1382

3) Analyze the timestamps of received addresses: for each1383

pair of nodes (N1,N2), ifN1 reportsN2 with a timestamp1384

t of less than 2 hours, and t is unique (i.e., no other node1385

reports the same t for N2), then infer the link N1→N2.1386

c: IMPACT 1387

Experimental results showed that AddressProbe had very 1388

high accuracy (with an average of 95% confidence), with a 1389

low number of false negatives and near-zero false-positive 1390

rates. 1391

d: MITIGATION 1392

Since 2015 (v0.11) [69], [71], address timestamps are not 1393

updated when receiving a message from a connected peer. 1394

This effectively invalidates this attack. 1395

Moreover, in 2016 (v0.14) [72], the 2-hour penalty was 1396

removed for addresses learned from self-advertising peers. 1397

4) NEUDECKER et al.’s ATTACK 1398

This attack, proposed by Neudecker et al. in 2016 [73], 1399

allowed to infer the reachable topology based on the rumor 1400

centrality of gossip propagation: if A is connected to all 1401

nodes, and knows the source of a data message, she can infer 1402

connections by observing the time at which nodes propagate 1403

the data. Intuitively, the reception time for each message 1404

correlates to the network topology. 1405

a: THREAT MODEL 1406

• T =NetR: the attack targets all reachable nodes. 1407

• A=AI/O(B) F NetR: the adversary controls multiple 1408

nodes connected to all reachable nodes; for the attack, 1409

she observes and possibly injects transactions. 1410

b: PROCEDURE 1411

To perform the attack,A must know the origin of a message. 1412

This can be done via Deanonymization attacks (§ IX-C), or, 1413

in a simpler scenario,A can create transactions and send them 1414

to a single node. 1415

For the attack, A performs the following steps: 1416

1) Observe incoming INVmessages from each connected 1417

peer. 1418

2) For each transaction, log a tuple (receptiontime, 1419

sendingpeer) for each peer advertising it. 1420

3) Given the reception time, subtract the latency between 1421

the observing node and the sender to get an estimate of 1422

the sending time. 1423

4) Convert sending times in time differences relative to 1424

the creation time: each time difference is a sample 1425

delay between the transaction source and the peer that 1426

forwarded it. 1427

5) For each pair of peers, group all time differences of all 1428

messages created by such peers. 1429

6) Estimate the length of the shortest path between each 1430

pair of nodes. To that purpose, use a likelihood function 1431

of the probability that a given path length produces 1432

a certain delay. The function is used to decide which 1433

shortest path length is the most likely, based on the 1434

observed delay. 1435
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c: IMPACT1436

In a theoretical framework, with a random-graph topology1437

and no delays in the relay of messages, this method has1438

recall close to 100% and precision over 90%. However, in the1439

Bitcoin network, these values are both around 40%, due to1440

the presence of highly-connected nodes [26], and the use of1441

trickling (§ IV-B1.a).1442

While lower than the theoretically achievable, this value is1443

still much better then simply guessing the connections of a1444

peer.1445

d: MITIGATION1446

Their technique was made ineffective by the switch from1447

Trickle to Diffusion [37].1448

5) GRUNDMANN et al.’s TRANSACTION-ACCUMULATION1449

Attack)1450

In this attack, proposed by Grundmann et al. in 2018 [74],1451

A exploits the fact that nodes accumulate transactions before1452

announcing them to their peers. In particular, anINVmessage1453

contains all transactions received since the last INV message1454

was sent.1455

a: THREAT MODEL1456

• T =NetR: the attack targets all reachable nodes.1457

• A=AI/O(B) F NetR: the adversary controls multiple1458

nodes connected to T ; for the attack she injects and1459

observes transactions.1460

b: PROCEDURE1461

A performs the following steps:1462

1) Create a transaction txI ∈ S for each peer NI .1463

2) Send all transactions to their peer at once.1464

3) Monitor the first INV messages received.1465

4) Infer connections following these rules:1466

• If the first INV message received from peer NX1467

contains only txY and no other transaction from S,1468

then NX and NY are connected.1469

• If the first INV message received from peer NX1470

contains more than one transaction from S, at least1471

one of the peers associated with the announced1472

transactions is connected to NX .1473

c: IMPACT1474

Experimental results showed, after 50 runs, a precision of1475

67% but a recall of only 10%. According to the authors, this1476

attack is hardly practical in real life.1477

6) GRUNDMANN et al.’s DOUBLE-SPEND ATTACK1478

This attack, also proposed by Grundmann et al. in 2018 [74],1479

exploits the fact that nodes do not relay double-spending1480

transactions.1481

a: THREAT MODEL 1482

• T =NR: the attack targets a single reachable node, and 1483

can be extended to all reachable nodes (NetR). 1484

• A=AI/O(T ) F NetR: the adversary connects to T , 1485

of which she knows the IP; for the attack, she injects 1486

and observes transactions. 1487

b: PROCEDURE 1488

A performs the following steps: 1489

1) Create a transaction txI for each peer NI , except for 1490

T , such that all transactions have the same input but 1491

different outputs (i.e., they are double spends). 1492

2) Send all transaction to their peers at the same time. 1493

3) Monitor incoming INV messages: if txX is received, 1494

mark NX as peer of T . 1495

To infer multiple links, the procedure is repeated several 1496

times. 1497

To reduce the number of false positives, A can repeat 1498

the procedure. For instance, a connection can be considered 1499

valid after the number of transactions confirming it reaches a 1500

certain threshold. 1501

To avoid inferring the same peer twice (say NB), A makes 1502

use of two different outputs o1 and o2, and modifies the 1503

procedure as follows: 1504

• A transaction tI spending o1 is sent to all peersNI , except 1505

T and NB; 1506

• A transaction tT spending o2 is sent to T ; 1507

• A transaction tB spending o1 and o2 is sent to NB. 1508

c: IMPACT 1509

This technique has a very high precision (97%), which slowly 1510

decreases at each new run (because valid links have already 1511

been detected). On the other hand, recall depends on the 1512

portion of nodes the monitoring node NM is connected to. 1513

In particular, when connected to all reachable nodes, the 1514

recall reaches 95% after 100 runs. Implementing all improve- 1515

ments results in a recall of 96% after 25 runs, with a precision 1516

of 94% when NM is connected to all peers. 1517

Experimental results showed, after 50 runs, 60% recall and 1518

97% precision. 1519

7) TxProbe 1520

This technique, proposed by Delgado et al. in 2018 [27], 1521

exploits double-spending and orphan transactions. 1522

In particular, it leverages the following fact: when a node 1523

receives an INVmessage advertising a transaction previously 1524

stored as orphan, it omits such transaction from subsequent 1525

GETDATA messages. 1526

a: THREAT MODEL 1527

• T =NetR: the attack targets reachable nodes. 1528

• A=AI
F NetR: the adversary connects to all reach- 1529

able nodes; for the attack, she injects and observes 1530

transactions. 1531
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b: PROCEDURE1532

The attack allows inferring links between a source set, con-1533

taining i nodes, and a sink set.1534

For the attack, A performs the following steps:1535

1) Create i + 1 double-spending transactions, of which, i1536

are tagged as parent (txPi), and one as flood (txF ).1537

2) For each parent txPi, create a marker transaction txM i1538

spending outputs from txPi.1539

3) Send txF to all sink nodes.1540

4) After a few seconds, send each txPi to the correspond-1541

ing node.1542

5) After a few seconds, send each txM i to the correspond-1543

ing node.1544

6) Ensure txF remains within the sink set, and each txPi1545

remains in the node Ni by using InvBlock (§ VIII-E2).1546

7) After a few seconds, send to every sink node an INV1547

message containing all txM i: these nodes will request1548

back only unknown markers.1549

8) Infer links by mapping markers that have not been sent1550

back to the corresponding node Ni.1551

To infer the whole topology, the procedure is run multiple1552

times, permuting the sets so that every pair of nodes have been1553

in a different set at least once.1554

To ensure all markers are stored by sink nodes, A initially1555

performs a cleansing procedure:1556

1) Create a cleanser transaction, and, spending from it,1557

100 distinct double-spending squatter transactions.1558

2) Send all squatters to every sink node: this aims at filling1559

the orphan pool.1560

3) Send all sink nodes the cleanser: this empties the pool.1561

To avoid markers from being evicted from the orphan pool,1562

A creates hard-to-evict transactions by exploiting a flaw in1563

the eviction mechanism.1564

c: IMPACT1565

Experimental results showed TxProbe had a precision of1566

100% and a recall above 93%.1567

Nevertheless, as the size of the source set is bound by the1568

size of the orphan pool, this technique required many rounds1569

to infer the full topology. In particular, inferring the topology1570

of the reachable network (i.e., 10.000 nodes) required more1571

than 8 hours.1572

Moreover, this technique is rather invasive and can inter-1573

fere with the ordinary transaction processing.1574

d: MITIGATION1575

In v0.18 [75], the design flaw in the eviction mechanism of1576

the orphan pool was fixed. Moreover, the InvBlock technique1577

was also mitigated by [76] and [77].1578

C. ECLIPSE ATTACKS1579

In an Eclipse attack [78], A aims at controlling all the con-1580

nections of a target node to control its communications with1581

the network. With this attack, data from the network can be1582

completely hidden from the target (hence the name eclipse).1583

e: USE 1584

Eclipse attacks can be used for the following primary goals: 1585

• Double Spending: by eclipsing a merchant’s node, A 1586

can easily conceal a double-spending transaction txA 1587

sent to the network; by additionally eclipsing a fraction 1588

of miners, A can even launch n-confirmation double- 1589

spending attacks; 1590

• Unfair Revenue: by eclipsing miners,A can increase the 1591

portion of miners working on her block during a block 1592

race, making Selfish Mining (§ IX-D1) easier, and even 1593

increasing profits [67]; 1594

• Deanonymization: by eclipsing a node, A can detect all 1595

the transactions it generates; 1596

• DoS: when a target is eclipsed, A can prevent transac- 1597

tions and blocks from reaching, and leaving, the node. 1598

Eclipse-enabled DoS attacks can also be seen as a form 1599

of Delay attacks (§ VIII-E). Furthermore, by eclipsing 1600

carefully-chosen nodes (e.g., gateways of popular mining 1601

pools), it is possible to partition the network (see § VIII-D). 1602

1) HEILMAN et al.’s ATTACK 1603

This attack, described in 2015 byHeilman et al. [79], exploits 1604

the eviction mechanism of the address database to monopo- 1605

lize all the target’s connections. 1606

a: THREAT MODEL 1607

• T =NR: the attack targets a single reachable node. 1608

• A=AI (B, T ) F T controls multiple nodes with different 1609

IP prefixes, connected to T , and injects addresses. 1610

b: PROCEDURE 1611

To eclipse T , A aims at filling its address database with her 1612

addresses, so that, when the node restarts, it only connects to 1613

A’s nodes. 1614

To do so, A follows these steps: 1615

1) To fill T ’s tried table, connect to T from all Sybil 1616

nodes: this causes their addresses to be stored in the 1617

table, likely overwriting legitimate entries due to the 1618

freshness-based eviction mechanism. 1619

2) To fill the new table, send unsolicited ADDR messages 1620

containing bogus addresses until they overwrite all 1621

legitimate addresses in the table. 1622

3) Wait for T to restart (this can be forced with a DoS 1623

attack). when this occurs, T chooses outbound peers 1624

from the two tables; as the tables are filled with adver- 1625

sarial and bogus addresses, all new connections will be 1626

towards A’s nodes with high probability. 1627

4) Finally, occupy all T ’s inbound slots to completely 1628

isolate it. 1629

c: IMPACT 1630

A successful attack required no more than 6000 addresses (in 1631

different groups), which can be easily achieved by using a 1632

botnet. Moreover, real-world experiments proved that most 1633

attacks had a success rate higher than the predicted one. For 1634
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instance, a botnet with 4600 addresses had a 100% success1635

rate even in the worst-case scenario. Notably, a small botnet1636

of 400 bots also succeeded with more than 80% probability.1637

Nevertheless, if the victim stores enough legitimate1638

addresses, it cannot be eclipsed regardless of the number of1639

IPs controlled by the adversary.1640

d: MITIGATION1641

Since v0.10.1 [80], a number of countermeasures are included1642

in Bitcoin. First, the placement mechanism in the database is1643

deterministic, based on the hash of the address. This prevents1644

A from storing an address by repeatedly trying it. Second,1645

outbound peers are selected uniformly at random from the1646

two tables. This eliminates the A’s advantage due to the1647

freshness of her addresses. Finally, the number of buckets1648

in the tables was increased, which increased the number of1649

addresses needed for the attack.1650

In v0.12 [33], an eviction mechanism for inbound peers1651

was included to always allow new connections. This mecha-1652

nism takes various factors into account in such a way that it1653

is hard for an adversary to systematically avoid eviction.1654

In v0.14 [81], feeler connections were introduced1655

(see § IV-A1.b). This helps clean the new table from useless1656

addresses and increase valid entries in the tried table.1657

Finally, in v0.21 [32], anchor nodes were implemented1658

(see § IV-A1), which make eclipsing much harder.1659

Additionally, it is worth noting that miners, merchants,1660

and online wallets typically protect themselves from Eclipse1661

attacks by disabling incoming connections and choosing1662

trusted well-known nodes as outbound peers [79].1663

2) EREBUS: AS-LEVEL ECLIPSING1664

In the EREBUS attack, proposed by Tran et al. in 2020 [82],1665

A exploits AS-level privileges to control a vast number of1666

network addresses reliably over an extended period of time.1667

a: THREAT MODEL1668

• T =NR: the attack targets a single reachable node.1669

• A=AI
AS (T ) F T controls an Autonomous System ASA,1670

connects to T , of which she knows the IP, and injects1671

addresses.1672

b: PROCEDURE1673

The objective of the procedure is to force T to connect to1674

other (honest) nodes so that all its connections traverse ASA.1675

In this condition, A can perform MitM attacks against T .1676

A use shadow IP addresses, that is, addresses whose route1677

from T traversesASA. Therefore, any attempt of T to connect1678

to a shadow IP is intercepted by A.1679

The attack is divided in two phases. In phase 1, A deter-1680

mines the shadow IPs for T . To do so, she follows these steps:1681

1) Enumerate all the ASes whose route from T would1682

traverse ASA.1683

2) Enumerate all the available IP addresses in the selected1684

ASes and tag them as shadow IPs.1685

3) Test whether the packets from T to the shadow IPs 1686

actually traverse ASA. 1687

In phase 2, A creates the connections between T and the 1688

shadow peers, until T is only connected to shadow IPs. To do 1689

so, she follows these steps: 1690

1) During several weeks, connect to T using (spoofed) 1691

shadow IPs: this slowly fills up T ’s address database. 1692

2) Flood T with a large number of ADDR messages, con- 1693

taining the shadow IPs, until the new table is filled. 1694

3) Wait until enough shadow addresses in new are moved 1695

to tried. 1696

4) Trigger a reboot of T (e.g., with a DoS attack). 1697

Upon rebooting, T connects all outgoing connections to 1698

shadow IPs with high probability, thus eclipsing the node. 1699

To reduce the duration of the attack, A keeps track of 1700

T ’s outgoing connections going through ASA, and triggers 1701

a reboot whenever she believes it would be beneficial. 1702

c: IMPACT 1703

EREBUS is particularly dangerous since it is hard to detect 1704

and leaves no traces. Authors in [82] show that Tier-1 or 1705

large Tier-2 ISPs can readily target the vast majority of the 1706

reachable network. 1707

According to their experiments, A can easily fill up the 1708

new table in 30 days, and control a large portion of the 1709

tried table after 40 days. In particular, the success proba- 1710

bility mostly depends on the duration of the attack and the age 1711

of the victim. For example, young nodes (up to 30-day old) 1712

proved to be more vulnerable to the attack, with a success rate 1713

of around 30% after 50 days of attack. Nevertheless, a 50-day 1714

attack against older nodes (40- to 50-day old) has still around 1715

a 20% probability of success. Notably, AS ranking does not 1716

seem to influence the results. 1717

The EREBUS attack has also a very low bandwidth cost 1718

for A (around 520 bit/s), which makes it highly scalable to 1719

several nodes. 1720

d: MITIGATION 1721

This attack was made harder by the addition of block- 1722

relay-only peers [31] and their anchoring [32], described in 1723

§ IV-A1. 1724

Moreover, in v0.20, AS-aware peering was also imple- 1725

mented [83], which makes the attack even harder. 1726

D. PARTITIONING ATTACKS 1727

In a Partitioning attack, A tries to isolate a portion of nodes 1728

from the rest of the network. In other words, the attack aims 1729

at splitting the network in two parts that cannot communicate 1730

with each other (hence the name partitioning). In this respect, 1731

the attack can be seen as an Eclipse attack against multiple 1732

nodes. 1733

e: USE 1734

Partitioning attacks can be used for: 1735
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• Double Spending: by partitioning miners, A can fork1736

the blockchain, and try to trick a victim into accepting1737

a double-spending transaction (an example is shown in1738

§ IX-B5);1739

• Unfair Revenue: chain forking can be also used to split1740

themining power, thus improving SelfishMining attacks1741

(§ IX-D1);1742

• DoS: a partitioning attack prevents the isolated nodes1743

from communicating with the rest of the network.1744

1) NEUDECKER et al.’s ATTACK1745

In this attack, described by Neudecker et al. in 2015 [84], A1746

uses a powerful botnet to split the network in two parts.1747

The attack targets the minimum vertex cut of the reachable1748

network’s graph, which is the smallest set of nodes whose1749

removal causes the network to split.1750

a: THREAT MODEL1751

• T =NetR: the attack targets the reachable network.1752

• A=AI (B,NetR): the adversary controls a large botnet1753

with DoS capabilities, has knowledge of the network1754

topology, and injects addresses.1755

b: PROCEDURE1756

To split the network, A follows these steps:1757

1) Deploy as many Sybil nodes as possible, which only1758

advertise A’s addresses: this helps reduce connections1759

between honest nodes, thus making the attack easier.1760

2) Calculate the minimum vertex cut of the reachable1761

network.1762

3) Make Sybil nodes stop forwarding transactions and1763

blocks, and, at the same time, perform a DDoS attack1764

against nodes in the minimum vertex cut of the reach-1765

able network.1766

The removal of the nodes in the cut should create two discon-1767

nected portions in the network.1768

c: IMPACT1769

Simulation results show the Bitcoin network could resist an1770

attack during several hours from a botnet as large as the1771

network itself.1772

The cost of the attack depends on the size of the minimum1773

vertex cut.1774

d: MITIGATION1775

As it requires knowledge of the topology, this attack is1776

mainly mitigated by preventing Topology Inference attacks1777

(§ VIII-B).1778

For instance, the addition of block-relay-only connec-1779

tions [31] was explicitly implemented to make parti-1780

tioning harder. In fact, by not relaying transactions and1781

addresses, these connections are harder to infer by an1782

adversary.1783

Additionally, miners can protect from partitioning by using1784

relay networks.1785

2) APOSTOLAKI et al.’s ATTACK: AS-LEVEL PARTITIONING 1786

This attack, described by Apostolaki et al. in 2017 [58], 1787

makes use of BGP hijacking to disconnect a portion of the 1788

network. 1789

a: THREAT MODEL 1790

• T =NetP: the attack targets a portion of the network, 1791

independently from its reachability. 1792

• A=AAS (T ) controls (at least) an AS ASA, knows the IP 1793

addresses of nodes in T , and drops messages. 1794

b: PROCEDURE 1795

To partition the network, A follows these steps: 1796

1) Use BGP hijacking (§ VII-E1) to divert the traffic 1797

directed to nodes in T . 1798

2) Intercept all Bitcoin traffic by filtering TCP/IP 1799

addresses and ports. 1800

3) Check each packet to determine if the connection 1801

crosses the partition (i.e., it connects a node in T with 1802

a node not in T ); if so, drop the packet. 1803

4) At the same time, monitor contents to detect leakage 1804

points, that is, nodes in T maintaining connections with 1805

nodes outside T thatA cannot intercept; if such a node 1806

is detected, isolate it from the other nodes in T . 1807

Eventually, A isolates the maximum number of nodes in T 1808

that can be isolated. 1809

c: IMPACT 1810

This attack could isolate up to 47% of the mining power by 1811

hijacking less than 100 prefixes. Moreover, the authors show 1812

that it would take less than 90 seconds to re-route all T ’s 1813

traffic through ASA once a hijack is initiated. 1814

On the other hand, Bitcoin proved to quickly recover from 1815

partitioning once the attack is over. 1816

d: MITIGATION 1817

Since v0.20 [83], nodes diversify their connections based on 1818

their BGP route, when provided. 1819

E. DELAY ATTACKS 1820

In a Delay attack,A aims at preventing a target from receiving 1821

a transaction or block for a certain amount of time, without 1822

disrupting its connection. 1823

e: USE 1824

Delay attacks can be used to achieve the following goals: 1825

• Unfair Revenue: when targeting a miner, a delay in the 1826

block reception translates to an equal amount of wasted 1827

mining power; as shown in § IX-D1, this could sensibly 1828

lower the difficulty of Selfish Mining; 1829

• Double Spending: as shown in § IX-B4 and § IX-B5, 1830

Delay attacks can be used to withhold information from 1831

a victim, and induce him to accept double-spending 1832

payments. 1833
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• Denial of Service: A can prevent the propagation of1834

information to the entire network by simply connecting1835

to all reachable nodes and denying them the delivery of1836

transactions and blocks [85];1837

Additionally, transaction-delay attacks enable so-called1838

node-coloring techniques, which can be used for Topology1839

Inference [27].1840

1) TIMEJACKING1841

In this attack, proposed by Alex Boverman in 2011 [86],1842

A isolates a target T by increasing the gap between its1843

network time and that of the majority of miners.1844

This can be seen as a block-delay attack, whereA prevents1845

the T from updating its blockchain for a certain amount of1846

time.1847

Bitcoin nodes maintain an internal clock called network1848

time, which is based on the time reported by other peers (in1849

VERSION messages). This clock is allowed to differ up to1850

70 minutes from the system time (beyond this threshold, the1851

clock is reset). Network time is used to validate new blocks,1852

which are only accepted if they are less than 2 hours ahead1853

(this is sometimes known as the 2-hour rule). In this attack,1854

A tries to modify the network time by reporting inaccurate1855

times.1856

a: THREAT MODEL1857

• T =NR: the attack targets a single reachable node.1858

• A=AI (M ,B, T ) F T : the adversary is a miner, control-1859

ling multiple nodes connected to T and reporting wrong1860

times, and injects blocks.1861

b: PROCEDURE1862

A performs the following steps:1863

1) connect nodes to T reporting inaccurate times to move1864

its network time 70 minutes in the past;1865

2) connect nodes to a majority of miners and move their1866

network time 70 minutes in the future: this results in1867

a total difference of 140 minutes between T and the1868

miners;1869

3) create a new block BA with timestamp 190 minutes1870

in the future: while miners will accept this block (as1871

less than 120 minutes in the future), T will reject it (as1872

260 minutes in the future);1873

At the end of the procedure, T is isolated from the main1874

chain, since each new block appended to B will be rejected1875

as invalid.1876

The attack can continue until either a block is created by1877

an unaffected miner, or T resets its clock.1878

c: IMPACT1879

A successful Timejacking attack isolates the target for at least1880

140 minutes (70 minutes if only the target was affected).1881

d: MITIGATION 1882

While this threat was discussed in the past [87], no definitive 1883

fix has been implemented to date. 1884

However, since 2016 (v0.13) [88], users can individually 1885

choose a maximum time offset (different from the default 1886

70 minutes) between local and network time. Additionally, 1887

a warning sign is shown to the user whenever the time offset 1888

is too high. 1889

Moreover, since 2021 [89], nodes only consider VERSION 1890

timestamps from outbound peers. 1891

2) InvBlock (TRANSACTIONS) 1892

This attack, described by Miller et al. in 2015 [26], can be 1893

used to prevent a node from receiving a specific transaction 1894

for an arbitrary amount of time, and, by extension, to delay 1895

the propagation of such a transaction through the network. 1896

The attack exploits the timeout set by nodes after request- 1897

ing a transaction with GETDATA (see § IV-B1). At the 1898

time of publication, nodes waited 2 minutes after sending 1899

a GETDATA(tx) message, before requesting tx to another 1900

peer. Moreover, the queue of peers from which to request 1901

each tx was ordered by the time each INV(tx) message was 1902

received, and allowed the same peer to advertise the same 1903

tx multiple times. This enabled A to delay the delivery of 1904

transactions for an indefinite amount of time. 1905

a: THREAT MODEL 1906

• T =N : the attack targets a single node. 1907

• A=AI
F T : the adversary is connected to T , and injects 1908

INV messages. 1909

b: PROCEDURE 1910

To delay the delivery of a transaction tx to T ,A follows these 1911

steps: 1912

1) Send an INV message to T containing tx 1913

2) When receiving the GETDATA(tx) message from T , 1914

do not reply. 1915

This procedure prevents T from receiving tx for 2 minutes. 1916

To delay the reception of tx for τ minutes, A sends τ/t 1917

INV messages (possibly from different nodes) advertising tx, 1918

without replying to the corresponding GETDATA requests. 1919

As a consequence, T will wait τ minutes without receiving tx. 1920

c: MITIGATION 1921

Since v0.12, INV messages are filtered per IP address [90]. 1922

This prevents a single node to advertise the same transaction 1923

multiple times. 1924

In v0.19, InvBlock was invalidated by randomizing the list 1925

of peers from which a transaction is requested [76]. At the 1926

same time, this change reduced the GETDATA timeout to 1927

1 minute. 1928

This measure was further enforced in v0.21 [77], by mak- 1929

ing outbound peers always preferred over inbound ones, when 1930

requesting transaction data. 1931
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3) InvBlock (BLOCKS)1932

This attack, described in 2015 by Gervais et al. [85],1933

expanded on InvBlock to perform block-delay attacks.1934

At the time of publication, block relay was akin to trans-1935

action relay, with a fixed 20-minute request timeout, and an1936

announcement-time-based requesting queue.1937

a: THREAT MODEL1938

• T =N : the attack targets a single node.1939

• A=AI
FT : the adversary uses a node NA connected to1940

T , and injects INV messages.1941

b: PROCEDURE1942

To delay the delivery of a block to T , A follows these steps:1943

1) If T is reachable, fill up all available connection1944

slots: this prevents new connections from triggering a1945

blockchain synchronization (§ IV-B2.a).1946

2) To increase the probability of receiving blocks before1947

T , connect NA to multiple nodes.1948

3) To increase the probability of being the first peer to1949

announce a block to T (which is necessary for the1950

attack), skip block verification.1951

4) When receiving a GETDATA message for a block from1952

T , do not reply.1953

c: IMPACT1954

This attack could prevent new blocks from being received by1955

T until another peer advertises a block before her.1956

d: MITIGATION1957

Today, the Bitcoin protocol includes a number of measures to1958

mitigate this attack.1959

Since v0.12 [40], [41], nodes have the ability of adver-1960

tising blocks directly with a HEADERS message, with-1961

out first announcing them with INV. Additionally, the1962

block-download timeout was reduced to 10 minutes [91].1963

Finally, the implementation of Compact Block Relay pro-1964

tocol [42] (described in § IV-B2.c), and the use of high-1965

bandwidth (HB) nodes, likely made this attack infeasible.1966

Additionally, miners can protect themselves by connecting1967

through relay network.1968

4) APOSTOLAKI et al.’s ATTACK: AS-LEVEL DELAYING1969

This attack, described in 2017 by Apostolaki et al. [58],1970

exploited the INV-based block-relay protocol, and the cor-1971

responding download timeout.1972

a: THREAT MODEL1973

• T =N : the attack targets a generic node.1974

• A=AI
AS (T ) controls one or more ASes and knows T ’s1975

IP; for the attack, she tampers with messages.1976

b: PROCEDURE1977

To delay block delivery over a single connection, A follows1978

these steps:1979

1) Intercept at least one direction of T ’s connection, 1980

using, if necessary, BGP hijacking (§ VII-E1). 1981

2) If traffic from T is intercepted, corrupt block- 1982

requesting GETDATA messages, so that the requested 1983

block is not sent; to have the message accepted by the 1984

recipient and keep the connection alive, preserve the 1985

message length and structure, and update the TCP and 1986

Bitcoin checksums. 1987

3) If traffic towards T is intercepted, corrupt BLOCKmes- 1988

sages, so that the block is considered invalid; while 1989

discarding the block, T will not request the block until 1990

the timeout expires. 1991

In both cases, the corresponding block is not received by 1992

T for the duration of the timeout (20 minutes, at the time of 1993

publication). 1994

c: IMPACT 1995

The effectiveness of the attack depends on the direction and 1996

fraction of the T ’s traffic that A intercepts. Specifically, the 1997

probability that A intercepts the connection with the peer to 1998

which T requests a block increases proportionally with the 1999

fraction of the connections she diverts. 2000

Furthermore, sinceA is not connected to T , there is no risk 2001

of being disconnected due to the download timeout, which 2002

makes the attack last longer. The authors show that intercept- 2003

ing 50% of a node’s connections can leave it uninformed of 2004

new blocks 63% of its uptime. 2005

On the other hand, network-wide attacks are unlikely to 2006

happen in practice. As most pools use gateways in multiple 2007

ASes, only very powerful coalitions of network attackers 2008

(e.g., all US-based ASes) could perform a network-wide 2009

Delay attack. In fact, even using a small number of ASes is 2010

enough to protect mining pools. 2011

d: MITIGATION 2012

This attack is mitigated by the countermeasures described in 2013

§ VIII-E3. 2014

5) TendrilStaller 2015

This attack, described in 2019 byWalck et al. [92], is a block- 2016

delay attack that exploits the use of High-Bandwidth (HB) 2017

nodes. 2018

As described in § IV-B2.c, nodes select up to 3 High- 2019

Bandwidth (HB) among their peers to receive new blocks 2020

fast. These nodes are allowed to send blocks unsolicited, 2021

that is, without previously advertising them. HB peers 2022

are selected according to the most-recent-sent-block rule: 2023

if a neighbor sends a new valid block, it is added 2024

to the HB Neighbor (HBN) list; if 3 HB neighbors 2025

already exist, the one that sent a block less recently is 2026

replaced. 2027

Nodes also accept an unsolicited compact block from a 2028

non-HB peer if it is unknown and all transactions in it are 2029

known. If the reconstructed block is valid, the sender is added 2030

to the HBN list. 2031
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a: THREAT MODEL2032

• T =NR: the attack targets a single reachable node.2033

• A=A(B) F T makes use of three nodes connected to T .2034

b: PROCEDURE2035

The attack proceeds in two phases.2036

In Phase 1, A’s nodes follow these steps:2037

1) Send valid compact blocks until a SENDCMPCT2038

(true) message is received (i.e., the node is added2039

to the HBN list).2040

2) When all nodes are selected as HB neighbors, start2041

Phase 2.2042

To increase the chances of being the first to send a new2043

block to T , A’s nodes establish more connections, instruct2044

all peers to send unsolicited compact blocks, and skip block2045

verification.2046

In Phase 2, A’s nodes follow these steps:2047

1) Stop relaying compact blocks and start advertising2048

them via HEADERS.2049

2) When a GETDATA is received for a block, delay the2050

delivery for the current timeout (i.e., 10 minutes).2051

A can keep delaying new blocks as long as the three nodes2052

are in the HBN list and they are the first to announce them.2053

Whenever an attacking node is evicted from the HBN list2054

(i.e., it receives a SENDCMPCT(false)message), the three2055

nodes switch back to Phase 1.2056

To increase the chances of a successful attack, A can use2057

proxy nodes relaying blocks to the attacking nodes as fast2058

as possible. the authors propose the use of two colluding2059

lightweight nodes.2060

c: IMPACT2061

Experiments show that the TendrilStaller attack is particularly2062

effective when the attacking nodes are geographically close2063

to the victim. In particular, when the round-trip time between2064

the attacker and the victim is less than 80ms, the success rate2065

is between 50% and 85%. Moreover, the use of proxy nodes2066

can increase this value by 15% on average.2067

The authors estimate that, when targeting a miner, its min-2068

ing effectiveness can be reduced by 36.7% in the worst case.2069

d: MITIGATION2070

Since v225 [93], nodes do not replace the last outbound HB2071

node if the new one is inbound. This strongly limits the ability2072

to control all peers in the HBN list.2073

F. FINGERPRINTING ATTACKS2074

A Fingerprinting attack enables A to identify non-public2075

nodes, such as unreachable ones and those using anonymity2076

services (Tor,I2P), across different sessions (i.e., separate2077

client executions).2078

To that purpose, A typically infers or injects information2079

that allows her to recognize the target in a subsequent session.2080

5Starting with this release, Bitcoin Core changed the versioning number
from 0.x to x.

In particular, fingerprinting techniques can be divided into 2081

block-based, which identify nodes by the blocks they store, 2082

and address-based, which inject a set of addresses in a 2083

node’s database and later retrieve them to recognize the 2084

node. 2085

e: USE 2086

Fingerprinting attacks can be used for Deanonymization: by 2087

identifying a node through different sessions,A can correlate 2088

its transactions even when its IP is unknown. 2089

1) STALE-BLOCK FINGERPRINTING 2090

In this attack, described by Jeff Garzik in 2013 [94], A uses 2091

stale blocks (i.e., valid blocks that are not included in themain 2092

chain) to fingerprint a target node. 2093

a: THREAT MODEL 2094

• T =N : the attack targets a generic node. 2095

• A=AI/O(M ) F T : the adversary is connected to T , 2096

and uses mining equipment to create and inject blocks, 2097

which she later observes. 2098

b: PROCEDURE 2099

A follows these steps: 2100

1) Generate a block BA forking an older block; typically 2101

this is done at a very low blockchain height, so that the 2102

required PoW is also low. 2103

2) Advertise and transmit BA to T . 2104

To recognize T in a subsequent session,A requests BA via 2105

GETDATA. 2106

c: MITIGATION 2107

Since v0.9 [95], stale blocks at a lower height than the last 2108

checkpoint are not stored. 2109

Similarly, since v0.11 [96], [97], GETDATA messages 2110

requesting old stale blocks are ignored (current limit is 2111

30 days in time or equivalent PoW values). Since v0.16 [98], 2112

nodes also ignore GETHEADERS requests for non-main- 2113

chain blocks older than 30 days. 2114

2) ADDRESS-COOKIE ATTACK 2115

In this attack, described by Biryukov et al. in 2015 [61], A 2116

stores cookies in the address database of a target node to 2117

recognize it in future sessions. 2118

The attack exploits the fact that Bitcoin clients accept 2119

unsolicited ADDR messages, and the fact that it is possible to 2120

query items from a node’s address database using GETADDR 2121

messages. 2122

a: THREAT MODEL 2123

• T =NU : the attack targets an unreachable (or anony- 2124

mous) node. 2125

• A=AI/O
F T : the adversary uses a node NA connected 2126

to T , and injects addresses, which she later observes. 2127
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b: PROCEDURE2128

To set a cookie for T , A follows these steps:2129

1) Generate a unique set F of n fake addresses and2130

send it to T via ADDR; the message should contain2131

at least n≥11 addresses, so that it is not forwarded2132

(see § IV-A2).2133

2) If T connects directly (i.e. without Tor), save the cor-2134

respondence between T ’s IP and its cookie as a tuple2135

(F, IPT ); otherwise save it as (F, nil).2136

To identify T in a subsequent session, A follows these2137

steps:2138

1) Send a number of GETADDR messages to T ;2139

2) Check if the returning ADDR messages contain the2140

previously-set cookie.2141

As nodes only store addresses belonging to the same type2142

of network,A should set an Onion-only cookie for Tor nodes,2143

and an IP-only one for other nodes. On the other hand,2144

when replying to GETADDR messages, nodes include both2145

types of address, allowing to verify a cookie regardless of its2146

type.2147

As, over time, addresses in the database get overwritten2148

by fresher ones, cookies can get partially deleted over time.2149

To make a cookie last longer, A can refresh it by re-setting it2150

each time she connects to T2151

Note, however, that even a fraction of the cookie is often2152

sufficient to distinguish a fingerprinted node.2153

c: IMPACT2154

Experimental results showed that this attack allowed A to2155

recognize T for several hours and over multiple sessions. For2156

instance, in one experiment, after 8 hours and 10 sessions,2157

more than one third of the cookie addresses was still in the2158

database.2159

Furthermore, whileAmight need up to 80 ADDRmessages2160

to retrieve a full cookie, about 8 such messages are typically2161

sufficient to retrieve 90% of the cookie.2162

d: MITIGATION2163

Since v0.11 [99], GETADDR messages from outbound peers2164

are ignored to protect nodes from address-cookie attacks.2165

Since v0.21 [34], nodes only return up to 1000 addresses2166

per day in response to GETADDR messages, and only reply2167

once per day for each node. This limitation, introduced to2168

mitigate Topology Inference attacks, also affects the ability of2169

the adversary to retrieve cookie addresses from the database.2170

3) BLOCK-SYNC ATTACK2171

This attack, proposed in 2018 by Mastan and Souradyuti2172

[100], leverages block-request patterns to identify a target2173

over consecutive sessions.2174

The attack exploits the fact that nodes request blocks in2175

increasing order of blockchain height. Therefore, ifA knows2176

the tip of a node when it leaves the network, she can recognize2177

it when it rejoins, by the fact that it will start from the same2178

height.2179

a: THREAT MODEL 2180

• T =NetP: the attack targets a portion of the network. 2181

• A=AO
F T : the adversary is connected to T , and 2182

observes blocks. 2183

b: PROCEDURE 2184

To link T ’s sessions, A follows these steps: 2185

1) Log the block IDs requested via GETDATA by nodes in 2186

T in each session; 2187

2) Link consecutive sessions by connecting sequences of 2188

block IDs; 2189

3) Build a session graph, where each vertex represents a 2190

sequence of block IDs, and edges connect consecutive 2191

sessions; 2192

4) Link the sessions (not necessarily consecutive) of each 2193

node in T by extracting connected components in the 2194

session graph: if two vertices have a path between them, 2195

they correspond to the same node. 2196

c: IMPACT 2197

Experimental results show this attack can link consecutive 2198

sessions with a precision of 0.90 and a recall of 0.71. 2199

IX. DIRECT ATTACKS 2200

In this section, we review Direct attacks, which can be used 2201

by A to pursue DoS, Double Spending, Deanonymization, 2202

and Unfair Revenue. 2203

A. DENIAL OF SERVICE (DoS) 2204

DoS attacks in the Bitcoin P2P network can take different 2205

forms, and be at node scale, or network scale. 2206

Attacks targeting a single node aim at disrupting its com- 2207

munications, or make it crash. This can be obtained through 2208

TCP DoS/DDoS attacks [101], by exploiting client-level vul- 2209

nerabilities [102], [103], or throughBitcoin-specific network- 2210

level attacks, such as Eclipse (§ VIII-C), Delay (§ VIII-E), 2211

or Direct attacks such as the Tapsell attack, described in this 2212

section. 2213

On the other hand, network-scale attacks typically aim at 2214

decreasing the network performances and increasing costs. 2215

These attacks are achieved by means of spamming, or flood- 2216

ing, attacks, which we describe in this section. 2217

1) SPOOFING-BASED DoS: TAPSELL et al.’s ATTACK 2218

In this attack, described in 2018 by Tapsell et al. [50], A use 2219

Spoofing (§ VII-C) to trigger the transmission of a large 2220

amount of data against a target node. 2221

a: THREAT MODEL 2222

• T =NR: the attack targets a single reachable node. 2223

• A=AI (T ): the adversary knows T ’s IP, and injects 2224

spoofed messages. 2225

b: PROCEDURE 2226

For the attack, A spoofs messages with T ’s IP address. 2227

In particular, she follows these steps: 2228
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1) Trick a node N into connecting to T by sending a2229

spoofed VERSION message, followed by a VERACK2230

message.2231

2) Send spoofed GETHEADERS or MEMPOOL messages2232

to N to trigger a response towards T : a GETHEADERS2233

message requesting a number of blocks, results in2234

a HEADERS message being sent to T ; similarly, a2235

MEMPOOL message makes N send T an INV message2236

containing up to 50.000 TXIDs.2237

To improve the attack, A tracks the mempool and initiates2238

the attack when its size is maximized. Alternatively, A can2239

generate a large amount of unconfirmed transactions right2240

before the attack.2241

c: IMPACT2242

By spoofing a GETHEADERS message, A can generate a2243

message of 158 Kb by sending just 168 bytes (VERSION,2244

VERACK, andGETHEADERS), with an increase factor of 964.2245

By spoofing a MEMPOOL message, A can generate, in the2246

worst case, an INV message as large as 1.7 Mb by sending2247

only 133 bytes of data (VERSION, VERACK, and MEMPOOL),2248

with an increase factor of 13,534.2249

2) BLOCK-FILLING FLOODING2250

In this attack,A generates a vast number of valid transactions2251

to fill up new blocks [104].2252

Since the space for transactions inside a block is limited2253

(currently to 1 MB), the more transactions A gets included,2254

the less space is left for other transactions. Therefore, this2255

attack causes legit transactions to experience delays in their2256

confirmation time, and, in the worst case, to get stalled.2257

In turn, this increases the size of the mempool, wasting nodes2258

memory, and eventually degrading transaction validation and2259

propagation performances. As a side effect, mining fees also2260

increase, because users will likely pay more to have their2261

transactions mined faster.62262

a: THREAT MODEL2263

• T =Net: the attack targets the whole network.2264

• A=AI (U ): the adversary uses UTXOs to create and2265

inject transactions.2266

b: PROCEDURE2267

A generates lots of valid and standard transactions (typically2268

sending money to her own accounts).2269

To maximize efficiency and minimize costs, A only uses2270

transactions spending the minimum spendable amount.2271

c: IMPACT2272

The potential of block-filling DoS was shown in 2015 by2273

a 10-day flood attack, in which 30 BTC were transferred2274

using transactions of 0.00001 BTC [105], [106], [107]. Due2275

to this attack, transaction confirmation times increased by2276

6Miners are known to prioritize transactions paying higher fees. Thus,
such transactions get confirmed faster.

7 times, from 0.33 to 2.67 hours [104], with peaks of 2277

almost 24 hours [108]. Similarly, transaction fees increased 2278

from 45 to 68 Satoshis per byte [104]. 2279

Curiously, in the attempt of cleaning up these spam trans- 2280

actions, the biggest transaction in Bitcoin history (999 KB) 2281

was also produced (by a mining pool), causing even further 2282

distress to the network [109]. 2283

d: MITIGATION 2284

The use of minimum relay fees specifically aims at reducing 2285

the risk of spamming attacks. To enforce this measure, in 2286

v0.10 [110], the default minimum relay fee was increased 2287

from 0.00001 to 0.00005 BTC. 2288

3) RESOURCE-WASTING FLOODING 2289

In this type of attack,A generates transactions aimed at over- 2290

loading nodes resources, such as bandwidth, CPU, or mem- 2291

ory. To reduce costs, A tries to minimize the probability the 2292

such transactions are included in a block. 2293

a: THREAT MODEL 2294

• T =Net: the attack targets the whole network. 2295

• A=AI (U ): the adversary injects transactions, for which 2296

she might need some UTXOs. 2297

b: PROCEDURE 2298

To waste network bandwidth, A generates transactions 2299

that will not be included in the blockchain, such as 2300

double-spending or orphan transactions. In a more sophis- 2301

ticated approach, A can exploit transaction malleability 2302

(§ VII-A) to create multiple copies of a transaction (possibly 2303

from another user), which get validated and propagated, but 2304

only one of which will be eventually mined. 2305

To waste CPU,A creates very large transactions (e.g., with 2306

lots of inputs and lots of outputs). As validation depends on 2307

the transaction size, these cause heavy computation loads. 2308

To waste memory, A targets the UTXO set and the mem- 2309

pool. As these structures are typically stored in memory, their 2310

size directly impacts the efficiency of validation speed [111]. 2311

To bloat the UTXO set, A creates transactions that split few 2312

inputs into many outputs [104]. To bloat the mempool, A 2313

creates either large transactions or multiple dust transactions 2314

(i.e., spending trivial amounts). In § IX-A4, we show a spe- 2315

cific instance of this attack. 2316

c: IMPACT 2317

Memory-wasting attacks are particularly worrisome: since 2318

the contents of both UTXO set and mempool are typically 2319

shared by all nodes, an increase in their size can affect the 2320

efficiency and speed of the whole network. 2321

Again in 2015, an attack brought the mempool size to 2322

almost 1 GB, causing a thousand nodes to crash [112]. In 2323

2017, the mempool exceeded 115k due to unconfirmed trans- 2324

actions, resulting in 700 million USD stalled [113]. 2325

Other attacks reported in 2015 include a malleability- 2326

based attack [114] and a money drop, where a number of 2327
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private keys were released to the public to trigger a race2328

to spend them, generating multiple double-spending transac-2329

tions [104].2330

d: MITIGATION2331

To prevent spamming attacks, Bitcoin implements sev-2332

eral restrictions to transaction relay. For instance, double-2333

spending transactions are not forwarded: in case of conflict,2334

only the first-seen transaction is processed.2335

Non-standard transactions are also prohibited. In particu-2336

lar, a transaction is considered as non-standard if:2337

• it is larger than 100 kB;2338

• it contains dust outputs (i.e., outputs below 546 satoshis);2339

• it hasmultiple outputs with the same destination address;2340

• it contains more than 80 bytes of arbitrary data (using2341

the OP_RETURN field).2342

As for memory bloating, Bitcoin limits the size of the2343

mempool (default size is 300MB). When the limit is reached,2344

transactions with the lowest feerate are evicted. Similarly,2345

the number of orphan transactions stored in memory is also2346

limited (see § IV-B1.c).2347

4) MEMPOOL FLOODING: SAAD et al.’s ATTACK2348

Mempool-flooding attacks exploit the inherent limitation of2349

Bitcoin transaction processing. In fact, given the low rate2350

block production (approximately 1 block every 10 minutes)2351

and the limited size of blocks, the average throughput in2352

Bitcoin is as low as 3-4 transactions per second [115]. When2353

transactions are produced at a faster rate, confirmation rate2354

decreases, sometimes causing low-value transactions to stall.2355

In this attack, described in 2018 by Saad et al. [44], [116],2356

[117], A aims at bloating the mempool for a long time by2357

generating a large number of low-value transactions, which2358

are both cheap and have longer confirmation times.2359

a: THREAT MODEL2360

• T =Net: the attack targets the whole network.2361

• A=AI (U ): the adversary useUTXOs to create and inject2362

transactions.2363

b: PROCEDURE2364

1) Divide confirmed UTXOs into various self-paying2365

transactions.2366

2) Use the newly-generated unconfirmed outputs to2367

broadcast new self-paying transactions; as these trans-2368

actions spend unconfirmed outputs, their confirmation2369

time will be longer, causing transaction backlog and2370

increasing the mempool size.2371

To minimize the probability of her transactions being2372

mined, A only pay the minimum relay fee (MRF) for each2373

transaction.2374

c: IMPACT2375

The cost of this attack is only as high as the MRFsAwill pay2376

if all transactions get mined.2377

d: MITIGATION 2378

As shown in [117], the increase in the block size introduced 2379

by SegWit [38] reduces the ability to bloat the mempool 2380

by increasing the probability of transactions being mined. 2381

However, it is worth noting that this increase is only valid 2382

for SegWit transactions, potentially leaving space for similar 2383

attacks. 2384

B. DOUBLE SPENDING 2385

In this type of attack, the adversary A deceives a victim 2386

V (usually a merchant) by tricking him to accept a trans- 2387

action in exchange for a service or good, while having a 2388

double-spending one (typically sending the coins back to A) 2389

accepted by the rest of the network and mined into the 2390

blockchain (thus invalidating the payment). To this purpose, 2391

A targets V’s node, whose IP address must be public and 2392

known to A, and manipulates its view of transactions or 2393

blocks. The attack occurs in a limited time frame, in which 2394

A obtains the desired service or good from V before he 2395

discovers the scam. 2396

Double-spending attacks can use unconfirmed transactions 2397

(0-confirmation double-spending) or confirmed transactions 2398

(n-confirmation double-spending, with n ≥ 1). 2399

In the rest of this section, we will denote the paying trans- 2400

action with txV , and the double-spending one with txA. 2401

1) RACE ATTACK: DOUBLE SPENDING IN FAST PAYMENTS 2402

In this attack, first described by Karame et al. in 2012 [118], 2403

A takes advantage of a scenario inwhichV cannot wait for the 2404

paying transaction to be mined, due to the long confirmation 2405

times (around 20 minutes on average [119], [120]). 2406

In this situation, V relies on receiving the paying transac- 2407

tion from the network, which supposedly prove the expected 2408

payment has been broadcast, and is considered sufficient 2409

to believe it will be confirmed. However, A can deceive V 2410

by sending him the paying transaction while broadcasting a 2411

double-spending one to the rest of the network. 2412

a: THREAT MODEL 2413

• V=S0, T =NR: the attack targets a user or merchant 2414

accepting zero-confirmation transactions, and connect- 2415

ing through a reachable node. 2416

• A=AI (B, T ) F T : the adversary knows T ’s IP, and 2417

connects to it directly; additionally, she uses multiple 2418

helper nodes. 2419

b: PROCEDURE 2420

Two conditions have to be met for this attack to succeed: 2421

(1) T has to receive txV before txA, and (2) txA has to be 2422

mined into the blockchain. 2423

For the attack, A sends txV to T , and, after a short time, 2424

txA to the helper nodes, which broadcast it to their peers. 2425

To ensure T receives txA after txV , helper nodes do not 2426

connect to T . To help txA spread faster (which makes it more 2427
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likely to be mined), A can increase the number of helper2428

nodes or the number of the connections they establish.2429

c: IMPACT2430

Experimental results show that, when the time between the2431

transmission of txV and the broadcast of txA is 1 second, and2432

A uses two helper nodes, the attack is almost guaranteed to2433

succeed. However, the probability of success of the attack is2434

inversely proportional to such time. This is because delaying2435

the broadcast of txA allows txV to reach more nodes, increas-2436

ing its probability of being mined.2437

Among the factors that influence the success rate of race2438

attacks, transaction propagation speed is among the most2439

relevant [63], [121].2440

On the other hand, these attacks can be made more2441

effective by leveraging other attacks, such as Partitioning2442

(§ VIII-D) and Eclipse (§ VIII-C), which allow the attacker2443

to hide information from the victim node.2444

d: MITIGATION2445

In v0.10 [122], the relay of double-spending transactions2446

was introduced, which allowed nodes to detect an ongoing2447

attack. However, the change was reverted shortly after due2448

to issues in the implementation and some disagreement over2449

the necessity of this feature [123]. While claiming this fea-2450

ture might be re-enabled in the future, it is currently out of2451

plans.2452

Generally speaking, the only secure way to avoid2453

double-spending fast payments is to wait for a transaction to2454

be confirmed [14]. However, several strategies and mecha-2455

nisms have been proposed [118], [124] for vendors to protect2456

from this attack, including:2457

• adopt a listening period to verify txV is received by other2458

peers;2459

• connect to more nodes, which increase the probability of2460

receiving the double-spending transaction;2461

• do no accept incoming connections, preventing A from2462

opening a connection towards T (this assumes A is2463

unaware of T ’s peers);2464

• do not relay transactions: this prevents T from shielding2465

himself from the reception of txA; in fact, by forwarding2466

txV to all its neighbors, none of these will accept the2467

double-spending txA, which hence will never reach txT ;2468

By adopting these measures, the success rate of the attack is2469

reduced to just 0.09% [124].2470

2) FINNEY ATTACK2471

This attack, suggested by Hal Finney in 2011 [125], exploits2472

block withholding to revert a payment transaction.2473

a: THREAT MODEL2474

• V=S0: the attack targets a seller accepting2475

0-confirmation transactions.2476

• A=AI (M ): the adversary is a miner, and injects a block;2477

for the attack she withhold a transaction.2478

b: PROCEDURE 2479

A follows these steps: 2480

1) Create a self-paying transaction txA, without broad- 2481

casting it. 2482

2) Start mining a block BA that includes txA. 2483

3) When BA is found, withhold it, and broadcast txV . 2484

4) After V accepted the payment, broadcast BA, overrid- 2485

ing txV with txA. 2486

c: IMPACT 2487

The attack succeeds if no other block is found between the 2488

broadcast of txV and the broadcast of BA. On the other hand, 2489

if this occurs, A loses both txV ’s money and BA’s reward. 2490

The attack works even if V waits a few seconds to verify that 2491

the network accepts txV . 2492

Nevertheless, the success probability of this attack heavily 2493

depends on the mining powerA controls. In particular, given 2494

the current hashrate of the Bitcoin network, the success prob- 2495

ability of an adversary that does not control a considerable 2496

fraction of the mining power is negligible. 2497

d: MITIGATION 2498

V can protect from this attack by only accepting confirmed 2499

transactions. While this does not completely exclude the risk, 2500

it reduces exponentially the probability of success. 2501

3) Vector76 ATTACK 2502

This attack, proposed in 2011 [126], is a combination of the 2503

race and Finney attacks, and can be used for 1-confirmation 2504

double spending. 2505

a: THREAT MODEL 2506

• V=P , T =NR: the attack targets an exchange accepting 2507

1-confirmation transactions and using a reachable node. 2508

• A=AI/O(M , T )FT ,M: the adversary is a miner, which 2509

knows T ’s IP, and connects to it and to other miners; for 2510

the attack, she observes and withholds blocks. 2511

b: PROCEDURE 2512

A follows these steps: 2513

1) Connect to T and most of the miners. 2514

2) Create txV for the deposit, without broadcasting it. 2515

3) Start mining a block BA containing txV . 2516

4) When the block is found, withhold it. 2517

5) As soon as a new block is mined in the network, send 2518

BA to T , which will then believe txV has one confir- 2519

mation. 2520

6) Request a withdraw, create txA, and broadcast it. 2521

IfBA is accepted into the blockchain, thenA has simplymade 2522

a deposit and a withdrawal, thus losing nothing. Otherwise, 2523

if the withdrawal did not use txV ’s outputs, then A gains the 2524

amount of the deposit. 2525

c: IMPACT 2526

As the attack only lasts around 10 minutes, it can 2527

only be successful against exchanges with automated 2528
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deposits/withdrawals and accepting 1-confirmation transfers,2529

making the attack unlikely to happen in reality [127]. More-2530

over, in a successful Vector76 attack, the adversary renounces2531

to the reward of the block she produces, which makes it2532

profitable only if the deposit is larger than the block reward.2533

d: MITIGATION2534

V can protect himself by disabling inbound connections, and2535

using trusted outbound peers. Besides this, the most secure2536

protection is to wait for more confirmations.2537

4) GERVAIS et al.’s ATTACK: DELAY-BASED DOUBLE2538

SPENDING2539

In this attack, described by Gervais et al. in 2015 [85], A2540

use Delay attacks (§ VIII-E) attack to double spend 0- and2541

1-confirmation transactions.2542

a: THREAT MODEL2543

• V=S0/1, T =NR: the attack targets a seller using a reach-2544

able node.2545

• A=AI/O(T ) F T ,M: the adversary has knowledge of2546

T ’s IP, and connects to both T and a miner; for the2547

attack, she observes blocks and delays transactions.2548

b: PROCEDURE2549

To double-spend a 0-confirmation transaction, A follows2550

these steps:2551

1) Create txV and txA.2552

2) Broadcast txA and use transaction-delay2553

(e.g. § VIII-E2) to prevent T from receiving it.2554

3) Meanwhile, forward txV to T .2555

4) If txA is included in a block, use block-delay (e.g.2556

§ VIII-E3) to retain it from T .2557

To double-spend a 1-confirmation transaction, A follows2558

these steps:2559

1) Connected to a minerM;2560

2) Send txV to T andM;2561

3) Broadcast txA to the network, and use transaction-delay2562

to prevent T andM from receiving it;2563

4) When txA is added to a block B, use block-delay to2564

prevent B from being received by T andM;2565

5) Wait forM to mine a block BM containing txV ;2566

6) Deliver BM to T , making V believe txV has been2567

confirmed.2568

c: MITIGATION2569

This attack is mitigated by countermeasures against Delay2570

attacks (§ VIII-E).2571

5) BALANCE ATTACK: PARTITIONING-BASED DOUBLE2572

SPENDING2573

In this attack, described by Natoli et al. in 2017 [128],A aims2574

at double spending by partitioning the mining power and2575

delaying the delivery of blocks among subgroups.2576

a: THREAT MODEL 2577

• V=S1, T =NR: the attack targets merchants accepting 2578

1-confirmation payments and connecting with a reach- 2579

able node. 2580

• A=AI/O(M ,NetR, T ): the adversary is a miner, who 2581

knows both the network topology and T ’s IP; for the 2582

attack, she observes and injects blocks. 2583

b: PROCEDURE 2584

A performs the following steps: 2585

1) Partition the network in two or more subgroups with 2586

balanced hash power. 2587

2) Isolate these subgroups by disrupting the delivery of 2588

blocks during a time τ . 2589

3) As soon as a block B is mined in a subgroup Gi, send 2590

txV to T in a different group Gj: this way txV will be 2591

confirmed in Gj’s chain. 2592

4) Start mining a private chain CA on top of B (i.e., the 2593

longest chain). 2594

5) Before τ expires, publish CA to Gi. 2595

6) When CA is accepted as the main chain, issue txA, 2596

reverting txV . 2597

c: IMPACT 2598

This attack allows A to revert a confirmed transaction with 2599

high probability. However, this attack only works if miners 2600

connect exclusively through the Bitcoin network, i.e., with- 2601

out using relay networks. Moreover, as A needs to gather 2602

knowledge of the hashing power of different miners, of the 2603

network topology, and of T ’s IP, this attack is extremely hard 2604

to perform. 2605

6) ZHANG et al.’s ATTACK: SYBIL-BASED DOUBLE SPENDING 2606

In this attack, described in 2019 by Zhang et al. [129], 2607

A perform double spending by delaying block propagation. 2608

a: THREAT MODEL 2609

• V=Sn: the attack targets merchants accepting 2610

n-confirmation transactions. 2611

• A=AI/O(M ,B): the adversary is a miner controlling 2612

multiple non-mining nodes; for the attack she observes 2613

and injects blocks. 2614

b: PROCEDURE 2615

The attack aims at reverting a confirmed transactions by 2616

mining a private chain. To do so, A follows these steps: 2617

1) Create txV and broadcast it. 2618

2) Start mining a secret chain CA including a block 2619

including the double-spending txA. 2620

3) Make Sybil nodes delay the delivery of new blocks 2621

to all honest peers (see § VIII-E), slowing down the 2622

growth of the honest chain: this allows CA to catch up 2623

with the main chain. 2624

4) Wait until the private chain exceeds the main one: when 2625

this occurs, publish CA, overwriting txV with txA. 2626
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c: IMPACT2627

The success probability p depends on the A’s share of min-2628

ing power q and the portion µ of Sybil nodes in the net-2629

work. Analysis results show that the use of Sybil-based delay2630

significantly improves the chances of double spending: for2631

instance, with q=0.25, A can revert 10 blocks of the main2632

chain with p=20% when µ=16% and close to p=50% when2633

µ=20%. Moreover, q≥0.32 A has 100% probability of a2634

successful attack when µ=20%.2635

d: MITIGATION2636

As shown in § VIII-E, recent changes to the block-2637

propagation protocol made Delay attacks harder to imple-2638

ment, as nodes can discover new blocks quickly, even with2639

only a single honest peer connected.2640

Moreover, the use of relay networks make the attack even2641

harder.2642

7) MALLEABILITY-BASED DOUBLE SPENDING2643

In this attack, simply known as malleability attack, A lever-2644

ages transactionmalleability (§ VII-A) to trick a victimV into2645

sending a payment twice.2646

Different from other Double Spending attacksA is not the2647

issuer of a payment but its recipient.2648

a: THREAT MODEL2649

• V=P: the attack targets payers or exchanges.2650

• A=AI/O: the adversary observes a transaction and2651

injects a copy.2652

b: PROCEDURE2653

A follows these steps:2654

1) When receiving a transaction txV from V , create a copy2655

txA with a different TXID, and broadcast it.2656

2) Wait for either txV or txA to be mined (this ensures A2657

receives the coins).2658

3) If txA gets accepted, complain with V about txV not2659

having been received: if V checks txV by its TXID,2660

he will not find any confirmation and thus send the2661

payment again.2662

The attack succeeds if V makes use of different coins for2663

the new payment.2664

c: IMPACT2665

Andrychowicz et al. [49] experimentally showed it was rel-2666

atively easy to implement this attack, and that most clients2667

were not properly protected.2668

Malleability attacks in Bitcoin became particularly rele-2669

vant after theMt. Gox exchange claimed, in 2014, that around2670

850,000 BTC were stolen using this technique. Although2671

these claims were not confirmed by later analyses [47], they2672

raised awareness on the problem, and likely caused sim-2673

ilar attacks against other exchange platforms. A study by2674

Decker et al. [47] showed that more than 28 thousands mal-2675

leability attacks occurred after theMt. Gox incident, of which2676

20% were deemed successful, potentially accounting for 2677

more than 60k BTC. 2678

Malleability attacks targeting exchanges are particularly 2679

worrying due to the large amount of coins they handle and the 2680

high probability of the service using different coins to send 2681

repeated payments. 2682

d: MITIGATION 2683

In most cases, protecting from malleability attacks is just a 2684

matter of best practices [47], [130], such as checking con- 2685

firmed transactions outputs instead of relying on TXIDs [14]. 2686

Morover, Bitcoin Core protects users from this attack 2687

by checking transactions by their outputs instead of their 2688

TXID [14]. 2689

C. DEANONYMIZATION ATTACKS 2690

At the network level, a Bitcoin transaction can be 2691

deanonymized by identifying the node that generated it, 2692

or, more precisely to its IP address. This strategy is based 2693

on the assumption that (autonomous) users broadcast their 2694

transactions from their own devices. As such, all transactions 2695

generated from a given device are likely to belong to the same 2696

owner. In other words, a transaction tx belongs to a user U if 2697

its propagation (via INV) started from U ’s node. 2698

Based on this intuition, the network adversary A can aim 2699

to deanonymize a transaction by determining its source in 2700

the network. To do so, A observes how transactions spread 2701

through the network. In this respect, A has to be connected 2702

to the network when the transaction is generated, making the 2703

attack infeasible for past transactions. At the same time, once 2704

the link between a transaction and a user has been established, 2705

it is possible to determine most of his transaction history by 2706

analyzing the blockchain [8], [131]. 2707

Network-level deanonymization attacks can be directed at 2708

a single node (N ) or at the whole reachable network (NetR). 2709

In the first case, A aims at determining which transactions 2710

have been created by the target N . For instance, this can be 2711

done using Eclipse (§ VIII-C) or MitM (§ VII-B) attacks to 2712

intercept all the transactions sent and received by N . On the 2713

other hand, network-wide deanonymization aims at detecting 2714

the source of all new transactions broadcasted in the network 2715

during a period of time, which requires more complex strate- 2716

gies. In this section, we review known network-wide attacks. 2717

1) KAMINSKY ATTACK: NETWORK-WIDE 2718

DEANONYMIZATION 2719

Network-wide deanonymization was first proposed by Dan 2720

Kaminsky in 2011 [132]. This attack is based on the obser- 2721

vation that the node that creates a transaction will be the first 2722

one in the network to announce it. 2723

a: THREAT MODEL 2724

• T =NetR: the attack targets all reachable nodes. 2725

• A=AO
F NetR: the adversary connects to all reachable 2726

nodes, and observes transactions. 2727
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b: PROCEDURE2728

In the basic attack, A follows these steps:2729

1) Connect to all nodes in T .2730

2) Observe and log INV messages announcing transac-2731

tions.2732

3) Link each transaction tx to the first node sending2733

INV(tx).2734

The effectiveness of the attack can be improved by using2735

Sybil nodes, which increase the probability of receiving a2736

transaction from its source.2737

In 2017, Fanti et al. [70] also proposed two additional2738

improvements. First, they let A establish multiple connec-2739

tions to each node, increasing the probability of receiving a2740

transaction from its source.2741

Second, they have A use a maximum-likelihood estimator2742

function, which, instead of linking a transaction to the first2743

node to announce it (the authors refer to this strategy as first-2744

timestamp), leverages rumor-centrality [133]: since transac-2745

tions are spread symmetrically by each node to their peers,2746

nodes that are close to the source of a transaction will relay2747

it before those far from it. Thus, if A knows the topology2748

of the network graph (see § VIII-B), she can determine the2749

most-likely source of a transaction by observing the order in2750

which nodes announce it.2751

c: IMPACT2752

By implementing the basic strategy, Koshy et al. [134] were2753

able to deanonymize several hundred transactions. However,2754

in most cases, this was possible thanks to anomalies in2755

the relay pattern. In contrast, normally-relayed transactions2756

proved to be hard to deanonymize.2757

Neudecker et al. [135] combined the attack with address2758

clustering techniques. Nonetheless, their results showed that,2759

for the vast majority of users, this information does not2760

facilitate deanonymization.2761

On the other hand, Fanti et al. [70] showed how Bitcoin2762

propagation protocols (both Trickle and Diffusion) provide2763

poor anonymity guarantees due to the symmetry of the relay2764

pattern.2765

d: MITIGATION2766

Since early versions, Bitcoin Core implemented trickling2767

(see § IV-B1.a). This affects the ability of A to detect2768

the origin of transaction with simple timing analyses [73],2769

[84]. After weaknesses in this method were exposed [134],2770

v0.12 replaced this mechanism with Diffusion [37].2771

After the Diffusion protocol was also shown to provide2772

poor anonymity guarantees [70], an implementation of the2773

Dandelion protocol [136], [137] was proposed [138]. In this2774

protocol, transactions are relayed over a linear path during2775

the first few hops, and then broadcast using Diffusion. This2776

system protects the identity of the origin by breaking the2777

symmetry in the relay pattern. However, the proposal was2778

eventually rejected due to the risk of introducing newflooding2779

(§ IX-A3) vectors [139].2780

2) BIRYUKOV et al.’s ATTACK 2781

In this attack, proposed in 2014 by Biryukov et al. [60], 2782

A targets unreachable nodes. To do so, she distinguish them 2783

by the set of their entry nodes, that is, their reachable peers. 2784

In fact, it is likely that each unreachable node has a unique 2785

set of peers. Notably, 3 entry nodes is generally sufficient to 2786

uniquely identify a client. 2787

a: THREAT MODEL 2788

• T =NetU : the attack targets unreachable nodes. 2789

• A=AO
FNetR: the adversary connects to T , and 2790

observes transactions. 2791

b: PROCEDURE 2792

A performs the following steps: 2793

1) Compose a list of targets: this can be based on the 2794

addresses advertised through the network, or on known 2795

ISP addresses (for NAT nodes). 2796

2) For each target N i
T , use the Topology Inference attack 2797

in § VIII-B1 to infer a subset E i of N i
T ’s entry nodes. 2798

3) For each new transaction tx: 2799

• Log the set Rtx of the first q nodes to forward 2800

INV(tx); 2801

• Compare Rtx with known sets of entry nodes: if Rtx 2802

matches the set E i, link tx to N i
T . 2803

c: IMPACT 2804

The success rate of this attack strongly depends on the per- 2805

centage of connections controlled by A for each reachable 2806

node. 2807

By establishing 50 connections to each server, A can 2808

deanonymize 11% of all new transactions. This rate can 2809

reach 60%, if A first saturates nodes’ connections and then 2810

gradually replaces them with her own. 2811

d: MITIGATION 2812

The switch from Trickle to Diffusion [37] should have 2813

improved the protection against this attack. However, the 2814

effectiveness of such measure is unclear [70]. 2815

To prevent the fingerprinting method, a periodic random- 2816

ization of the outbound peers was proposed in 2014 [140]. 2817

However, this was eventually discarded due to possible new 2818

vectors for Partitioning attacks. 2819

3) WANG et al.’s ATTACK 2820

In this attack, described in 2017 by Wang et al. [25], 2821

A deanonymize unreachable nodes by using separate 2822

monitoring nodes. 2823

a: THREAT MODEL 2824

• T =NU : the attack targets a single unreachable node. 2825

• A=AO(B)FT ,NetR: the adversary use a monitoring 2826

node NM
A connected to T only and observing transac- 2827

tions; additionally, she uses a listener node NL
A con- 2828

nected to all reachable nodes. 2829
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b: PROCEDURE2830

The attack follows these steps:2831

1) Both NM
A and NL

A log INV messages.2832

2) When a transaction tx is received from T , use the2833

following criteria: if NM
A received tx before NL

A, than2834

link tx to T ; otherwise T is a relayer.2835

c: IMPACT2836

Experimental results show this attack has, on average, 40%2837

of true positives and less then 0.1% false negatives, proving2838

to be a very effective method.2839

4) PERIMETER: AS-LEVEL DEANONYMIZATION2840

In this attack, described in 2021 by Apostolaki et al. [141],2841

A makes use of AS-level privileges (§ VII-E2) to2842

deanonymize the transactions of a node by eavesdropping a2843

portion of its connections.2844

The attack leverages the fact that nodes have a dif-2845

ferent communication pattern for own transactions and2846

relayed ones. For instance, an own transaction is transmitted2847

(GETDATA/TX) many more times than a relayed one.2848

a: THREAT MODEL2849

• T =N : the attack targets a generic node.2850

• A=AO
AS (T ): the adversary knows T ’s IP and controls2851

an Autonomous System ASA used by a portion of T ’s2852

connections; for the attack, she observes transaction-2853

related messages.2854

b: PROCEDURE2855

For the attack, A performs the following steps:2856

1) Observe INV, GETDATA, and TXmessages exchanged2857

by T .2858

2) Train an unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm,2859

such as an Isolation Forest [142], on the observed2860

traffic.2861

3) Use the trained algorithm to distinguish T ’s own trans-2862

actions.2863

c: IMPACT2864

By intercepting 30% of T ’s connections,A can deanonymize2865

transactions with at least 70% accuracy. Notably, for 50% of2866

Bitcoin nodes, there are at least four ASs with this potential.2867

Moreover, by intercepting 50% of a node’s connections,A is2868

able to deanonymize 90% of new transactions.2869

The PERIMETER attack is also effective against unreach-2870

able nodes, although it is not able to distinguish nodes sharing2871

the same IP address (i.e., behind the same NAT). Similarly,2872

the attack cannot target nodes connecting through Tor.2873

D. UNFAIR REVENUE2874

In the PoW consensus model used in Bitcoin, miners earn2875

an average amount of revenues according to the computation2876

effort they contribute to the network. In other words, the more2877

the computing power dedicated to create blocks, the more 2878

coins are earned. 2879

However, it has been shown how miners, or mining pools, 2880

can obtain an unfair share of revenues, at the expense of 2881

their competitors, by breaking the rules. To that purpose, a 2882

dishonest miner can follow different strategies, commonly 2883

known as Selfish Mining.7 2884

In this section, we review the basic version of the attack. 2885

However, several variations can be found in the litera- 2886

ture [67], [144], which aim at improving the effectiveness of 2887

the basic approach. 2888

1) SELFISH MINING 2889

In this attack, A withholds new blocks to gain an advantage 2890

over competing miners. 2891

While known since 2010 [145], this attack was formally 2892

described in 2014 by Eyal and Sirer [66]. A similar work was 2893

also published in 2013 by Bahack [146], who describe it as 2894

block discarding attack. 2895

a: THREAT MODEL 2896

• V=M: the attack affects other miners in the network. 2897

• A=AI/O(M ): the adversary is a miner or mining pool, 2898

which produces and withholds blocks. 2899

b: PROCEDURE 2900

A follows this strategy: 2901

1) Initially mine on the tip BT of the main chain CH . 2902

2) If a new block BA is found before the rest of the 2903

network, withhold it, creating a private chain CA. 2904

3) Keep working on top of BA, while honest miners work 2905

on BT . 2906

4) At this point, two cases are possible: 2907

• If a new block B2A is found (CA is two blocks 2908

longer than CH ): 2909

5. Keep mining on CA, publishing a block every 2910

time a new block is found by honest miners. 2911

6. When the distance between CA and CH gets 2912

back to one block, publish CA: as CA is longer 2913

than CH , all nodes switch to it, replacing all 2914

honest blocks produced in the meantime. In this 2915

case, A gains the revenues of all blocks in CA. 2916

• If honest miners find a new block BH : 2917

5. Immediately publish BA, which will compete 2918

against BH as the new tip: honest miners receiv- 2919

ing BA before BH start mining on. 2920

6. At this point, three cases are possible: 2921

(a) If a new block B2A is found, A publishes it 2922

immediately, gaining the rewards of both BA 2923

and B2A. 2924

7Note that some works also indicate Block Withholding (BW) [143] as a
form, or even a synonym, of Selfish Mining. Although similar, these attacks
are very different in their context and goal. In particular, a BW attack occurs
inside an open pool and has such pool as target. Moreover, this attack has
no relation with network activity, which is why we do not include it in this
survey.
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(b) If honest miners find a new block B2H on top2925

of BA, A only gains the reward of BA.2926

(c) If B2H is mined on top of BH , A gains2927

nothing.2928

c: IMPACT2929

According to Eyal and Sirer [66], the profitability of the2930

attack depends on the portion of mining power controlled by2931

A (α) and the portion of honest miners which choose to work2932

on theBA in the block race againstBH (γ ). In particular, when2933

γ=0.99, the threshold for a profitable attack is α>0.009.2934

Therefore, any mining pool, regardless of its size, can profit2935

from this attack if the block race is favorable. At the same2936

time, when α ≥ 0.3 ( 13 of the mining power), A will always2937

be able to gain revenues exceeding its proportion, even when2938

losing every block race (i.e., γ=0).2939

According to Bahack [146], when A controls a fraction p2940

of the mining power, she can increase profits from p (the fair2941

share) to p
1−p . This analysis also confirms that, when p> 1

3 ,2942

the attack is profitable even when honest nodes never mine2943

on top of the adversarial block.2944

Bahack also highlights the importance of the so-called net-2945

work superiority to increase the chances of winning a block2946

race. This superiority is obtained by using highly-connected2947

Sybil nodes, which allow A to both receive and propagate2948

blocks faster than other miners. With this advantage, A can2949

always profit by withholding new blocks until a competing2950

one is discovered. In fact, with network superiority, BA is2951

always likely towin the race againstBH . At the same time, she2952

gains advantage over other miners by starting to mine earlier2953

on the private block.2954

In that respect, Auxiliary attacks, such as Eclipse2955

(§ VIII-C), Delay (§ VIII-E), and Topology Inference2956

(§ VIII-B) allow to further improve the effectiveness of2957

Selfish Mining. In particular, an Eclipse attack can sensibly2958

increase A’s revenues when implementing a Selfish Mining2959

strategy [67]. Delay attacks could also lower the 33% bound2960

(α ≥ 0.3) if a considerable fraction of miners only rely on the2961

Bitcoin P2P network (i.e., they do not use Relay networks);2962

for instance, by preventing the delivery of 2 consecutive2963

blocks from 50% of the network, A can profit from Selfish2964

Mining even with α ≥ 0.26. Even worse, an adversary2965

controlling less than 34% of the computing power could2966

effectively sustain the longest block chain and control the2967

network (i.e., the equivalent of a 50% attack).2968

d: MITIGATION2969

To date, there are no explicit measures deployed in Bitcoin2970

to counter Selfish Mining. This is likely due to two main2971

factors: first, the attack is somewhat complex, risky, and2972

requires controlling a large share of mining computation to2973

be effective; second, most proposed countermeasures [66],2974

[147], [148] imply a change in the consensus protocol, which2975

might require a hard fork to be implemented.2976

Additionally, the use of relay networks greatly reduces the2977

ability to improve Selfish Mining using Auxiliary attacks.2978

X. DISCUSSION 2979

In the previous sections, we reviewed and classified 2980

network-level attacks against the Bitcoin P2P protocol. 2981

In particular, we organized available information in a struc- 2982

tured format, based on a generalized Network Adversary 2983

model and an objective-focused attack taxonomy. 2984

In this section, we concisely summarize such information, 2985

and take a broad-spectrum look over it to infer useful insights 2986

on the Bitcoin network security. 2987

A. ATTACKS OVERVIEW 2988

In Table 1, we summarize all the attacks reviewed in this 2989

paper (except for Infrastructure attacks, which operate out- 2990

side the Bitcoin protocol). For each attack, we specify target 2991

and adversary model, the Auxiliary attacks it depends on or 2992

can helped by, the type of weakness exploited, and the type 2993

of mitigation. 2994

By looking at this table, it is possible to infer common 2995

characteristics of network-level attacks, such as their typical 2996

setting (adversary and targets) and which components of the 2997

protocol are involved (weaknesses and mitigation). In the 2998

following, we report our observations. 2999

e: ADVERSARIES AND TARGETS 3000

Most attacks require the adversary to be connected to the 3001

target. For this reason, the target is often a reachable node 3002

(or multiple ones), whose IP address is known. Similarly, the 3003

adversary often connects to all reachable nodes to observe 3004

or manipulate the propagation of data. To that purpose, she 3005

typically deploys multiple nodes, through which she actively 3006

interacts by injecting, modifying, or dropping messages. 3007

Less commonly, the adversary targets unreachable nodes and 3008

miners. Unreachable nodes are both more vulnerable, when 3009

connected to an adversary, and less exposed, because she 3010

cannot ensure such a connection. On the other hand, miners 3011

are typically protected by the use of relay networks. Attacks 3012

targeting the whole Bitcoin network are rare and typically 3013

limited to DoS and Partitioning attacks. 3014

While the above-mentioned characteristics give a generic 3015

overview of network-level attacks, it is interesting to also 3016

study the threat model in the different attack categories. 3017

In particular, by looking at the table, we can observe the 3018

following settings: 3019

• Direct attacks: 3020

– DoS: in these attacks, the adversary typically targets 3021

the whole network by injecting transactions; less 3022

commonly, she targets specific nodes, whose IP is 3023

known. 3024

– DS: in these attacks, the adversary is typically a 3025

miner, injecting blocks, and targeting a merchant 3026

connected with a reachable node, whose IP is 3027

known. 3028

– D: in these attacks, the adversary typically connects 3029

to the target and all other reachable nodes, and 3030

observes transactions. 3031
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TABLE 1. Network-Level Attacks on the Bitcoin P2P Network: for each attack, we report adversary and target according to our model (§ V), use of
Auxiliary attacks (the asterisk indicates such use is optional and only required to improve the attack), the component of the protocol exploited for the
attack, and the type of countermeasure implemented in the protocol (Tx , Blk , and Addr denote transaction, block, and address, respectively).
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– UR: in these attacks, the adversary is a miner with-3032

holding blocks from other miners to gain profits.3033

• Auxiliary attacks:3034

– Sybil: in these attacks, the adversary uses multiple3035

nodes to establish connections to the target.3036

– Topology Inference: in these attacks, the adversary3037

typically connects to the whole reachable network,3038

and injects addresses and transactions; less com-3039

monly, she only observes the propagation of data.3040

– Eclipse: in these attacks, the adversary connects to3041

a single node, and injects addresses.3042

– Partitioning: in these attacks, the adversary targets3043

a large portion of the network, and prevents the3044

propagation of data.3045

– Delay: in these attacks, the adversary targets a sin-3046

gle node, from which she withholds transactions3047

and blocks.3048

– Fingerprinting: in these attacks, the adversary con-3049

nects to a single unreachable node, and injects3050

addresses or blocks.3051

f: WEAKNESSES AND MITIGATION3052

Network-level attacks essentially exploit weaknesses in the3053

management of data, that is the propagation, processing, and3054

storage of:3055

• Transactions: flaws in their propagation, verifica-3056

tion, and mining, enable DoS, Double Spending,3057

Deanonymization, Topology Inference, and Delay3058

attacks;3059

• Blocks: flaws in their propagation enable DoS, Delay,3060

and Fingerprinting attacks;3061

• Addresses: flaws in their propagation and storage enable3062

Topology Inference, Eclipse, Partitioning, and Finger-3063

printing attacks.3064

Additionally, time management also shows to be relevant.3065

This can be primarily seen in Delay attacks, but is also evident3066

in features such as timeouts, timestamps, or trickling relay.3067

From a different perspective, network-level attacks involve3068

the following protocol functionalities:3069

• Connection Management: issues in this functionality3070

can lead to Sybil, Eclipse, and Partitioning attacks;3071

in turn, related countermeasures include limitations3072

and improvements to connectivity, such as subnet-/AS-3073

aware peer selection, eviction mechanisms, block-relay-3074

only peers, and anchoring.3075

• Relay/Processing: issues in these functionalities can3076

lead to Topology Inference, Delay, DoS, Double Spend-3077

ing, Deanonymization, and Selfish Mining attacks;3078

in turn, related countermeasures include limitations3079

and improvements to propagation, such as timeouts,3080

minimum fees, Trickling/Diffusion, direct headers3081

announcement, compact blocks, and the preferen-3082

tial/exclusive use of outbound peers (see § IV-A3.a).3083

• Storage: issues in this functionality can lead to3084

Eclipse and Fingerprinting attacks; in turn, related3085

FIGURE 4. Relation between network-level attacks: squares and ellipses
represent primary and Auxiliary attacks respectively. An arrow from A to B
indicates that the attacks of type A influences attacks of type B.

countermeasures include limitations and improvements 3086

to local databases, such as timestamps, bounded block 3087

age, bounded pool sizes, eviction mechanisms, and lim- 3088

ited querying. 3089

Based on these observations, we identify two core protocol 3090

components whose design is of paramount importance for the 3091

security of the Bitcoin P2P network: 3092

• Peering: this component determines how each node 3093

connects to other peers, and includes functionalities 3094

like propagation and storage of addresses, selection of 3095

outbound peers, and eviction mechanisms (peers and 3096

addresses); 3097

• Sharing: this component determines how data spreads 3098

through the network, and includes functionalities like 3099

propagation, verification, and storage of transactions 3100

and blocks. 3101

B. AUXILIARY ATTACKS RELATIONSHIP 3102

Auxiliary attacks are a prominent threat for the Bitcoin net- 3103

work, as they enable the adversary to achieve one or more pri- 3104

mary goals, or to improve the effectiveness of other attacks. 3105

In this section, we study how Auxiliary attacks relate to each 3106

other and to Direct attacks. We summarize this relationship 3107

in Table 2 and graphically represent it in Figure 4. 3108

These resources allow us to infer interesting information 3109

about Auxiliary attacks. First of all, it is clear how the 3110

Sybil attack is the most influential, enabling all other Aux- 3111

iliary attacks (except Fingerprinting), and facilitating Dou- 3112

ble Spending and Deanonymization. The Eclipse attack is 3113

arguably the most powerful, enabling all Direct attacks as 3114

well as Delay and Partitioning. Topology Inference is also 3115

relevant, influencing Double Spending, Deanonymization, 3116

and Unfair Revenue, while also facilitating Eclipse and Par- 3117

titioning attacks. On the other hand, Fingerprinting is only 3118

related to Deanonymization. 3119

Another interesting observation is the fact that Eclipse, 3120

Partitioning, and Delay attacks have an almost overlapping 3121
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TABLE 2. Relationship between network-level attacks: an x in a cell indicates the attack in the corresponding row influences (i.e., enables, facilitates,
or improves) the attack in the corresponding column.

set of influence relationships, indicating they are strictly3122

related to each other. In fact, these attacks can be conceptually3123

seen as variations of a MitM-like attack where the adversary3124

affects the communications between a target and the rest3125

of the network. In Figure 4, we reflect this commonality3126

by grouping the three attacks in a single block. In addition,3127

we introduce the term EPD attacks (from the initials of their3128

names) to refer to these attacks collectively.3129

Similarly, for Direct attacks, we can observe a close rela-3130

tion between Double Spending and Unfair Revenue, which3131

share most of the influences, suggesting that they might3132

belong to a common threat category. On the other hand, using3133

the same criteria, DoS and Deanonymization seem to belong3134

to a separate category.3135

XI. STATUS AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS3136

As evidenced from our references, most Bitcoin network3137

issues have been exposed, and in many cases addressed,3138

within the first years following its launch. This shows how3139

the Bitcoin protocol benefited from the enthusiasm, and3140

contribution, of both its user base and related academic3141

research. Thanks to these early efforts, the Bitcoin P2P proto-3142

col is arguably among the most complete and secure among3143

blockchain networks today.3144

Nevertheless, several issues still exist, which should be3145

addressed. In the following, we summarize the current state3146

of Bitcoin network security.3147

A. DIRECT ATTACKS3148

Direct attacks have been extensively addressed in the Bitcoin3149

protocol, and are arguably the least dangerous nowadays.3150

g: DoS3151

Network-scale denial-of-service attacks on the Bitcoin net-3152

work are theoretically possible but hard to implement. There3153

are a number of measures in place in the protocol to prevent3154

malicious users from clogging up the network. Currently,3155

mempool attacks [116] are the most realistic strategy for a3156

DoS attack. This risk has been mitigated by the introduction3157

of bigger blocks, although this is conditional to the use of3158

SegWit transactions. For single nodes, spoofing-based attacks3159

might still be a concern [50].3160

h: DOUBLE SPENDING 3161

Double-spending attacks have been extensively addressed in 3162

the Bitcoin protocol, and are currently unlikely to be per- 3163

formed successfully. To achieve this objective in a direct way, 3164

the adversary is required to control a large portion of the 3165

network nodes and to have powerful mining resources. 3166

The Balance attack [128] has not explicit mitigation in the 3167

protocol. However, its implementation is very complex. 3168

i: DEANONYMIZATION 3169

Transaction deanonymization is likely the most realistic 3170

issues in the current Bitcoin protocol. In fact, it has been 3171

shown that the current relay protocol offers very poor 3172

anonymity properties for reachable nodes [45]. While some 3173

solutions have been proposed in research, no effective mea- 3174

sure has been implemented so far. Unreachable nodes can also 3175

be easily deanonymized [25]. 3176

Furthermore, the PERIMETER attack [141] can be used 3177

against all nodes in the network. No mitigation has been yet 3178

introduced in the protocol. 3179

j: UNFAIR REVENUE 3180

Selfish-mining [66] and other akin strategies [67], [144] are 3181

currently another open problem and a prominent topic in 3182

Bitcoin security research. However, very few real-world cases 3183

have been reported so far, probably due to the resources 3184

needed for the attack, the implementation complexity of the 3185

strategies, and the relatively-low profits for the attacker. 3186

At the same time, notmuch can be done at the network level 3187

without introducing changes to prevent block-withholding 3188

and similar malicious behaviors. 3189

B. INFRASTRUCTURE ATTACKS 3190

Many of these attacks have been exposed during the early 3191

stages of the Bitcoin network. However, due to the difficulty 3192

in finding proper solutions, and partly to lack of encrypted 3193

communications, most of them are still a realistic threat. 3194

k: TRANSACTION MALLEABILITY 3195

While transaction malleability has been fixed in the current 3196

protocol, it is still possible to use this vulnerability in legacy 3197

transactions to perform spamming attacks. 3198
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l: TCP/IP3199

Due the lack of encryption, TCP/IP attacks like MitM and3200

spoofing are still an open problem in Bitcoin.3201

m: DNS3202

Due to the inherent centralization of this service, DNS-related3203

attacks are still a risk when instantiating a new network node.3204

Nevertheless, the slow transition to DNSSEC and the parallel3205

use of multiple servers minimize the threat.3206

n: AS3207

AS-level attacks are currently a prominent threat for Bitcoin3208

communications, for which few countermeasures currently3209

exist. However, these attacks require a highly-privileged3210

adversary (e.g. an ISP), which can be potentially exposed3211

by the attack itself. This acts as a potential deterrent for the3212

attacker, making them less likely to occur.3213

o: TOR3214

Tor-related attacks mostly depended on a specific anti-DoS3215

feature of the Bitcoin protocol, and should not be considered3216

as a threat today.3217

C. AUXILIARY ATTACKS3218

This type of attacks has received a lot of attention from the3219

Bitcoin community, due to the disruptive potential the adver-3220

sary obtains when they are successful. Thanks to these efforts,3221

most attacks have been mitigated in the current protocol, with3222

few exceptions. At the same time, new attack vectors are3223

regularly discovered by researchers, showing the network is3224

not fully protected from these threats.3225

p: SYBIL3226

Sybil attacks are inherent to permissionless networks are3227

nearly impossible to prevent. The Bitcoin protocol deals with3228

this issue by assuming a Sybil attacker can always exist.3229

Based on that assumption, nodes diversify their connections3230

to maximize the chance to connect to at least one honest node.3231

q: TOPOLOGY INFERENCE3232

This category is one of the most debated threat in Bitcoin,3233

with numerous techniques disclosed, and promptly fixed,3234

over the years. Currently, no explicit mitigation has been3235

introduced for techniques in [60] and [74].3236

The need of topology obfuscation has been questioned by3237

some authors, who openly advocate for an open topology3238

strategy [65].3239

r: ECLIPSE3240

Eclipse attacks are a major threat for Bitcoin nodes, which3241

rely on their peers to keep their status up-to-date. While3242

numerous countermeasures have been adopted in the Bitcoin3243

protocol, it is possible to that other vectors might still exist.3244

Current countermeasures against the EREBUS attack [82]3245

only protect from block eclipsing, leaving the nodes exposed 3246

to transaction eclipsing. 3247

s: PARTITIONING 3248

Partitioning attacks are currently possible in the Bitcoin net- 3249

work at both node level [84] and AS level [58]. This risk is 3250

currently mitigated by obfuscating the network topology and 3251

by diversifying nodes connections. 3252

t: DELAY 3253

Except for timejacking [86], most of these attacks have been 3254

mitigated in the Bitcoin protocol, which currently implement 3255

privileged channels to rapidly receive blocks from the net- 3256

work. 3257

u: FINGERPRINTING 3258

Currently, the Block-Sync attack [100] has still no mitigation 3259

in the protocol. This type of attacks can be a threat when 3260

combined with deanonymization techniques. 3261

D. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 3262

This paper provides numerous sources of information for 3263

researchers willing to investigate open problems in the Bit- 3264

coin P2P network security. 3265

First of all, the summary provided in this section indicates 3266

all the attacks or categories for which no definitive solution 3267

has been found or implemented. 3268

Furthermore, by observing Table 2 and Figure 4, it is 3269

possible to identify potentially missing relations between 3270

attacks. For instance, possible research questions might be: 3271

can Partitioning and Delay attacks improve Deanonymiza- 3272

tion? can Topology Inference influence Delay attacks? can 3273

Sybil attacks allow DoS or Fingerprinting? 3274

At a more abstract level, it would also be interesting to 3275

study the intrinsic relation between Eclipse, Delay, and Parti- 3276

tioning attacks: is it possible to entail the three attacks under 3277

a single category? Similarly, the relation between these and 3278

Sybil and Topology Inference could also be analyzed. 3279

Another important research direction is towards a formal- 3280

ization of the Bitcoin P2P protocol and its security. The 3281

information provided in this paper could be used as a basis 3282

for creation of a networkmodel and to define the fundamental 3283

threats to the security of its nodes and users. 3284

To that respect, another useful task for future research 3285

would be to gather and organize information on the Bitcoin 3286

P2P protocol, with both high-level documentation and low- 3287

level details. Today, both new and experienced researchers 3288

have to face the challenge of learning how the protocol actu- 3289

ally works. Having a single, complete source of information 3290

would be immensely beneficial for the community, and even- 3291

tually strengthening Bitcoin security. 3292

XII. CONCLUSION 3293

Bitcoin network-level security is a complex subject. Lack 3294

of official protocol documentation and scattered information 3295

on relative threats and solutions make it hard to properly 3296

study the subject. In turn, this hampers the identification of 3297
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structural issues in the protocol, and the design of long-term3298

solutions.3299

In an effort to help the community fill this gap, and move3300

towards a more formal network security model, we provided3301

a detailed compendium of known threats and solutions in the3302

Bitcoin network.3303

In particular, we described the most recent version of3304

the Bitcoin P2P protocol, and systematically reviewed all3305

network-level attacks, along with implemented countermea-3306

sures. We then proposed a new security framework composed3307

of a generic network-level adversary and an objective-based3308

attack taxonomy. This framework allows to quickly identify3309

the main characteristics of each attack, and understand its3310

implications with respect to the general setting of the Bitcoin3311

network. Moreover, it enables a systematic comparison with3312

other network-level attacks.3313

Based on this framework, we extracted useful information3314

on common attack settings, inferred structural weaknesses3315

and solutions, and identified the core protocol components3316

that relate to Bitcoin security.3317

While the protocol definition may become obsolete over3318

time, the adversary model and the attack taxonomy can serve3319

as a basis for future research and development. Furthermore,3320

our framework can be applied to other cryptocurrency net-3321

works that share a similar network model and protocol.3322

We believe this work can help researchers and developers3323

better understand the Bitcoin P2P protocol and eventually3324

pursue a more formally-secure blockchain network.3325
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